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FOREWORD
This report documents Phase A, Part II of An Analytical and Conceptual De-
sign Study for an Earth Coverage Infrared Horizon Definition Study performed
under National Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NAS 1-6010 for
Langley Research Center.
The Horizon Definition Study was performed in two parts. Part I, which was
previously documented, provided for delineation of the experimental data re-
quired to define the infrared horizon on a global basis for all temporal and
spatial periods. Once defined, the capabilities of a number of flight tech-
niques to collect the experimental data were evaluated. The Part II portion
of the study provides a measurement program plan which satisfies the data
requirements established in the Part I study. Design requirements and the
conceptual design for feasibility of the flight payload and associated subsys-
tems to implement the required data collection task are established and docu-
mented within this study effort.
Honeywell Inc., Systems and Research Division, performed this study pro-
gram under the technical direction of Mr. L. G. Larson. The program was
conducted from 28 March 1966 to i0 October 1966 (Part I) and from 10October
1966 to 29 May 1967 (Part If). This Part II portion of the study was the joint
effort of the Aerospace Division and the Systems and Research Division of
Honeywell Inc.
Gratitude is extended to NASA Langley Research Center for their technical
guidance, under the program technical direction of Messrs. L. S. Keafer and
J. A Dodger with direct assistance from Messrs. W. C. Dixon, Jr., E. C.
Foudriat, and H. J. Curfman, Jr. , as well as the many people within their
organization.
Recognition is given to Messrs. Jensen and Caine of NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center for supplying a computer program for the calculation of the
earth,'s magnetic field.
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ABSTRACT
A feasible attitude control subsystem concept utilizing magnetic
torquing and ground commanding was developed for the Horizon
Definition Study spacecraft. A V-head sensor operating in the
14- to 16-micron infrared region will be used for coarse attitude
sensing. The spin rate of the spacecraft will be maintained at
three rpm. Orbital regression will be compensated for by mag-
netic torquing coils.
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CONCEPTUAL MECHANIZATION STUDIES FOR A HORIZON DEFINITION
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
By Norris W. Tidwell
Calvin G. Senechal
Eldon L. Tesch
Howard A. Knudtson, Jr.
David J. Hartman
SUMMARY
This report documents the final results of an analytical study and conceptual
design of an attitude control subsystem for an earth orbiting, spin stabilized
scientific spacecraft. The purpose of the spacecraft is to carry an experi-
ment package which maps the earth's infrared horizon radiance profiles in
the 15 micron, carbon dioxide absorp_tion band for a one-yearDerioql.
The data gained can serve as a useful input in many atmosphefic sclences
studies and will also provide the data base for developing improved infrared
horizon sensing systems for spacecraft attitude measurement and control.
The analytical portion of the study was concerned principally with the devel-
opment of the disturbing forces due to the orbital environment and the free-
body motions of a rigid, spinning spacecraft. For the free-body case an
analytical solution was used to examine the effects of parametric variations
of the spacecraft characteristiCs. The composite effects of the free and
torqued body motions were examined with an extensive computer program
designated as HDMP. The two prinicpal disturbing torques on the spacecraft
were determined to be due to an interaction with the earth's magnetic field.
A despinning "drag" torque is caused by rotation of the conducting skin of the
spacecraft in the earth's field. A precessional torque is created by an inter-
action of the spacecraft's magnetic moment with the earth's field.
After completing a system functional requirements analysis an attitude control
subsystem concept was evolved. The most significant characteristics of this
concept are as follows:
• The attitude control subsystem achieves reorientation and
spin-up forces from interactions with the earth's magnetic
field.
A V-head horizon sensor operating in the CO 2 band
supplies coarse attitude information.
The subsystem is ground controlled and is activated once each five
days for a period of 0.5 orbit to correct spacecraft attitude drift.
The spacecraft free floats for all other times except for applied
constant torques to compensate known drift factors due to
residual magnetic moments and orbit regression.
The prime STADAN stations for attitude information reception and
command transmission are College, Alaska, and Rosman, North
Carolina.
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INTRODUC TION
The attitude control subsystems study documented herein is a portion of the
Horizon Definition Study (HDS) conducted for NASA Langley Research Center,
Contract NAS 1-6010, Part II. The purpose of the Horizon Definition Study is
to develop a complete horizon radiance profile measurement program to
provide data which can be used to determine the earth's atmospheric state,
especiaily at high altitudes. These data can then be effectively used in many
atmospheric sciences studies and in the design of instruments and measure-
ments systems which use the earth's horizon as a reference
Part I of the HDS resulted in the following significant contributions to the
definition of the earth's radiance in the infrared spectrum:
The accumulation of a significant body of meteorological data
covering a major portion of the Northern Hemisphere.
Computation of a large body of synthesized horizon radiance
profiles from actual temperature profiles obtained by rocket
soundings.
Generation of a very accurate analytical model and computer
program for converting the temperature profiles to infrared
horizon profiles (as a function of altitude)
An initial definition of the quantity, quality, randsampling
methodology required to define the earth's infrared horizon
in the CO2 absorption band for all temporal and spatial conditions,
An evaluation of the cost and mission success probabilities of a
series of flight techniques which could be used to gather the
radiance data. A rolling-wheel spacecraft was selected in a
nominal 500 km polar orbit.
The Part II study effort was directed toward the development of a conceptually
feasible measurement system, which includes a spacecraft to accomplish the
measurement program developed in Part I. In the Part II HDS, a number of
scientific and engineering discipIines were exercised simultaneousIy to design
conceptually the required system. Accomplishments of Part II of the study
are Iisted below:
• The scientific experimenter refined the sampling methodology
used by the measurement system. This portion of the study
recommends the accumulation of approximately 380 000 radi-
ance profiles taken with a sampling rate that varies with the
spacecraft's Iatitudinal position.
• A conceptual design was defined for a radiometer capable of
resolving the earth's radiance in the 15-micron spectrum to
0.01 watt/meter2-steradian with an upper level of response
of 7.0 watt/meter2-steradian.
A starmapper and attitude determination technique were defined
capable of determining the pointing direction of the spacecraft
radiometer to an accuracy of 0.25 km in tangent height at the
earth' s horizon.
The combination of the radiometer and starmapper instruments
is defined as the mission experiment package.
A solar cell-battery electrical power subsystem conceptual
design was defined which is completely compatible with the
orbital and experiment constraints. This system is capable of
delivering 70 watts of continuous electrical power for one year
in the sun-synchronous, 3 o'clock nodal crossing, 500 km orbit.
A data handling subsystem conceptual design was defined which
is capable of processing in digital form all scientific and status
data from the spacecraft. This subsystem is completely solid
state and is designed to store the 515 455 bits of digital infor-
mation obtained in one orbit of the earth. This subsystem also
includes command verification and execute logic.
A communications subsystem conceptual design was defined to
interface between the data handling system of the spacecraft
and the STADAN network. The 136 MHz band is used for pri-
mary data transmission and S band is used for the range and
range-rate transponder.
A spacecraft structural concept was evolved to contain, align,
and protect the spaceborne subsystems within their prescribed
environmental constraints. The spacecraft is compatible with
the Thor-Delta launch vehicle.
An open-loop, ground-commanded attitude control subsystem
conceptual design was defined utilizing primarily magnetic
torquing which interacts with the earth's field as the force for
correcting attitude and spin rates.
The Thor-Delta booster, which provides low cost and
adequate capability, was selected from the 1972 NASA "stable".
Western Test Range was selected as the launch site due to
polar orbit requirements. This site has adequate facilities,
except for minor modifications, and is compatible with the
polar orbit requirements.
This report contains the results of a mathematical description and analysis
of the vehicle motion and an attitude control concept feasibility study. Re-
quirements for the conceptual design of the attitude control subsystem and a
feasible subsystem to meet these requirements are established. The analy-
tical process involves the mathematical modeling of the dynamics of a
vehicle whose environment is a near polar, circular orbit of 500 km altitude.
The model consists of Euler's free-body dynamical equations and the torque
equations based on the vehicle's environment. The torque equations describe
the environment of the vehicle and are subsequently added to the free-body
equations to provide a complete description of the vehicle motion. The free-
body and torqued-body motion were used to determine design and operational
constraints on the spacecraft, to establish the relative significance of the
environmental torques, and as predictions of spacecraft m.tions in tne atti-
tude determination subsystems study.
The attitude control mechanization study consisted of tradeoffs to establish a
feasible and compatible subsystem that would meet overall vehicle system
constraints and requirements. Selection of the open-loop, magnetic - torquing
attitude control concept was based on providing a simple control system which
will prohibit the introduction of indeterministic torques during the experiment
data collection cycle.
STUDY REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES
The following list itemizes the basic and detailed requirements of the
Horizon Definition Study
BASIC REQUIREMENTS
Radiance Profile Measurements
Spectral interval: 615 to 715cm -1 (14.0 to 16.28_)
Profile accuracy
• Tangent height range: +80 km to -30 km
• Instantaneous value of radiance measured must be
assignable to a tangent height value to within +0. 25 km.
• Radiance characteristics and resolution:
Maximum peak radiance = 7. 0 W/m 2 sr.
2
Minimum peak radiance = 3. 0 W/m - sr.
Maximum slope = 0. 6 W/m 2 - sr - km.
2
Minimum slope = 0.02 W/m - sr - km.
Maximum slope change = 0. 15 W/m 2 - sr - km'.
2
Radiance magnitude resolution = 0. 01 W/m - sr.
• Horizontal resolution: 25 km
Data requirements - Data requirements for the Horizon
Definition Study (HDS) experiment, as refined during the study,
are as follows:
Minimum requirements. --
• One-year continuous coverage
"Uniform" time sampling in each space cell over each
time cell, i.e. , no more than two samples/space cell/day
• 13 time cells (28 days/cell)
• 408 space cells
Latitude (60°S to 60°N) 320
Latitude (60°N to 90°N) 44
Latitude (60°S to 90°S) 44
6
Samples per cell
Latitude (0 ° to 60 °) 16
Latitude (60 ° to 90 °) 38
_- Total samples (one year}
Recomm ended recluirem ents.
DD-
110 032
One-year continuous coverage
Maximum of 10 ° latitude separation between successive
samples
13 time ceils (28 days/cell)
P- 588 space cells
Latitude (30°S to 30°N) 128
Latitude (30°N to 60°N) 134
Latitude (60°N to 82. 6°N) 96
Latitude (30°S to 60°S) 134
Latitude (60°S to 82. 6°S) 96
Average number of samples per cell
Latitude (30°S to 30°N)
Latitude
Latitude
Latitude
Latitude
(30°N to 60°N)
(60°N to 82. 6°N)
(30°S to 60°S)
(60°S to 82. 6°S)
Total samples (one year}
45
39
67
39
67
378 508
Mission Profile
Nominal circular, polar orbit of approximately 500 km altitude.
Tracking and Data Acquisition
Limited to the existing Satellite Tracking And Data Acquisition Network (STADAN}
with minimum modification.
Experiment Package
Passive radiometric and attitude measurements with redundancy
(more than one unit) in the experiment package for the radiometer
and attitude determination device.
Minimum scan rate >0. 5 scans/rain average.
Maximum scan angle with respect to orbit plane -<5°.
Spacecraft
Rolling-wheel configuration (spin axis normal to the orbit plane).
Weight in less than 800 pound class mandatory.
State of the Art
Proven subsystems shall be employed wherever possible.
M is sion Effectivenes s / Reliability
Reliability shall be approached on the basis of "designing in" successful
performance of the one-year, data-collection mission, i.e., the effort
is to be biased strongly toward mission effectiveness. Consequently,
the mission effectiveness/reliability effort should involve continuing
tradeoffs in each subfunction area against the criteria of maximum
effectiveness. A numerical estimate of the probable system MTBF shall
be made on the final configuration.
Strong consideration should be given to the use of reserve spacecraft as a
"backup" means rather than as a continuously ready standby. Specifically,
the backup" concept (as opposed to ready continuousty) is of more signifi-
cance on a Thor-Delta sized vehicle than on a Scout vehicle.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
From the basic mission requirements, a description of the functions of the
attitude control subsystem were made and are given in Figure 1. Having
established the functions to be performed by the attitude control subsystem,
analysis of the spacecraft dynamics and consideration of constraints imposed
on the ACS by other factors led to more detailed requirements for each ACS
function and to the conceptual design of an attitude control system to meet
these requirements. Table 1 describes these requirements and their origins.
Attitude
control
I Control
spin-axis
attitude
I Control"_ spin
rate
-_i Provide attitude
v[ control information
Provide
cone-angle
control
Figure i. Attitude Control Functional Requirements Diagram
i0
TABLE i. - ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
REQUIREME NTS
Function Requirements Remarks
Control spin axis attitude
Control spin rate
Provide attitude position
information
Provide cone angle
control
The attitude control subsystem (ACS)
shall provide a magnetic bias _orquer.
It shall be used to reduce the residual
magnetic moment alo_ the spin axis
and compensate for orbit relression.
The ACS shall provide a magnetic
quarter-orbit torquer capable of cor-
recting • 5.0 degrees of spin-axis
attitude in one half orbit.
The ACS shall provide at least two
levels of torquing in the quarter orbit
torquer.
The ACS quarter orbit torquer shall
not operate during the data cycle.
The ACS shall provide a torquer
capable of correcting ± 5 percent
of the nominal spin rate within one
half orbit.
The ACS shall provide a sensor to
measure spin axis attitude and spin
rate. The spin axis attitude shall be
measured to ±0.5 degree, and spin
rate shall be measured to _0.5 per-
cent of the nominal spin rate.
The ACS shall provide a damper to
reduce body half cone angle to 0.5
degree.
The ACS damper shall not operate
during the data cycle,
The ACS damper shall have the
capability to remove eicht degrees
of cone in no more than two orbits.
The ACS shall be designed to oper-
ate for a vehicle with inertia ratio
]s/I t greater than or equal to 1.2
and a spin rate greater or equal to
3 rpm.
The ACS shall be designed to oper-
ate for a vehicle whose asymmetry
about the preferred spin axis is not
greater than three percent.
The most significant torques acting on
the vehicle are due to interactions with
the earth's field. It appears quite log-
ical to take advantage of the existence
of these fields and use interactions with
them to re-erectperiodicallytheattitude
of the epacecraft, correct f_r orbital
regression, and reduce the spacecraft
residual magnetic moment.
Attitude correction should take place in
as short a period as possible. Two
quarter orbit periods are required to
minimize cross coupling when trying
to correct an attitude error.
Two levels permit versatility in choice
of torquing intervals. To maximize
system effectiveness, spin axis attitude
corrections are made at the same time
that spin rate corrections are made.
The attibide determination system can
not operate with the induced vehicle
rates that will exist with the torquers
operating.
Spin rate must be corrected when it
exceeds 5 percent of nominal to avoid
complexities in data storage and attitude
determinaUon computation. The best
earth's field conditions for correction
of spin rate occur over the magnetic
pole s.
An accuracy of e0.5 degree is required
by attitude determination for initial
estimation of attitude. Sensor out'put
is also used for grcmnd base attitude
computationg to determine ACS se-
quence s requirpd.
The cone angle must be kept small in
order to maintain the radiometer scan
vector within ±5 dPgree_ of the orbit
plane for longer periods of time.
Present calculations give 180 days to
grow one degree due to the residual
magnetic moment and eddy-current
torques.
The vehicle may have approximately
e_qght degrees of half cone mngle gen-
erated due to booster tipoff rates.
The operational plan is s_ch that two
orbits are available for cone-shale
damping. Ninety percent of the cone
angle should be removed during the
fil'Bt orbit.
The inertia ratio was determined by the
packaging constraints and the dynamics
of a spinning body. It was shown in the
analysis that a spinning body is stable
about its maximum moment of inertia
axis for a flexible spacecraft. Packaging
constraints showed that an inertia ratio
of approximately i. 4 Could be obtained.
Analytical results showed that the vehicle
was stable for an inertia ratio of I. 2 at 3,
4, and 5 rpm, Since the HDS spacecraft
is adequately stable for r = I. 2 and pack-
aging constraints allow up to a i. 4 inertia
ratio, it is then recommended that r be
greater than or equal to 1. 2. The 1. 2
ratio gives a margin of safety tn the maxi-
mum moment of inertia axis.
The spacecraft will undergo more
complex motion since an asymmetric
body causes the cone angle to vary
about a mean, and the extent of
variation is directly related to the
asymmetry of the body. The body
is more unstable about a preferred
axis as the asymm_ry about that
axis increases. For ACS control,
three-percent asymmetry was
found to be acceptable.
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VEHICLE CONSTRAINTS
The spacecraft is a spinning hexagonal cylinger with six solar paddles ex-
tending perpendicular to the cylinder. The vehicle will be assumed to be
rigid and have the mission characteristics itemized below. These itemized
characteristics are nominal values.
• Mission characteristics
m,- Duration: one year
raP. Orbit: earth orbiting, 500 km circular, sun-synchronous
orbit for 3 a.m. or 3 p.m. launch.
Vehicle charac teristics
m.- Inertia: I s = 65.5 slug-ft 2, I t = 54.6 slug-ft 2 where I s
the principal moment of inertia about preferred spin axis
and I t is the principal moment of inertia about transverse
axis; Is/I t _ 1.2.
is
The spacecraft will contain a cryogenic cooler which will
decrease I s by 0.5 lb-ft 2 and I t by 5 lb-ft 2 after one year
of operation.
p,. Geometry: right hexagonalcylinger 40 inches long by 46.8
inches from flat to flat (see Figures 2 and 3). Solar panels,
extending from each of the six flat sides of the cylinger, are
44-inches long and 23-inches wide.
Aspect: the spin axis is oriented perpendicularly to the orbit
plane, and the transverse axes are nominally in orbit plane.
Spacecraft tip-off rate _ 3 degrees/second.
• S_abilization - system conditions
m.. Normal stabilization limits: spin axis within +5 ° of the
orbit normal.
_- Rate band: +5 percent of the nominal spin rate.
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SPACECRAFT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS STUDY
The purpose of the analysis of spacecraft motion is to provide an adequate
description of the spacecraft's motion that will be incorporated into the at-
titude determination model and to establish analytical requirements of the
attitude control system.
The analysis will consist of two parts: free-body motion and torqued-body
motion. The free-body motion analysis is conducted using an analytical
solution as opposed to the numerical solution used to analyze the torqued-
body motion. The analytical solution (free body} provides a concise form of
the body motion that can be easily visualized, The spacecraft dynamics
analysis study plan is shown in Figure 4.
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FREE-BODY EQUATIONS
Definition of Symbols
precession angle measured from the inertial x I axis
to the x I (line of nodes)
inertial precession rate
proper rotation angle measured from x 2 to the x 3
body axis
cone angle measured from the inertial zI axis to
the body z 3 axis
lowest harmonic frequency variation of ;_
extent of nutation
angle between the vehicle's principal body z 3 axis
and the spin vector u
the spin vector, principally aligned along the body
z 3 axis
.-L
components of _0 along the body axis
initial values of the body rates for the x and z
axes (a_y 0 is zero)
19
Rigid-Body Dynamic Equations
The equations of motion of a rigid body are well known and are expressed
relative to the principal axes of the body.
L = I _ + (Iz-Iy) m mx x x y z
= _ + (Ix -I z) m mLy Iy Y z x
L z = I z m z + (Iy- I x ) mxmy
(1)
where L , L , L are the component torques in the body frame, and
X ZY
are the rates about the body principal axes.
tO X' t0yj tO z
Since the analysis is twofold, one analysis to investigate free-motion char-
acteristics and a second to investigate torqued-body motion characteristics,
it became expedient to conduct the free-body analysis with different coordin-
ate transformation than the torqued-body analysis. These transformations are
defined in each analysis.
Several characteristics of free-body motion that are to be investigated are:
Cone angle of body as a function of _ , body asymmetry,
and inertia ratio.
Stabilityof a spinning body.
Nutation of the body as a function of body asymmetry
and _.
Precession of the body as a function of body asymmetry
and _.
Dynamic equations for the motion are given by equation (1) with L x, Ly, and
L z equal to zero. A coordinate transformation is required to transform the
body motion to an inertial angular momentum system for analysis.
The inertial frame will have its z axis aligned to the vehicle's angular momen-
tum vector. Body coordinates x3, Y3' z 3 are then transformed to inertial
coordinates by means of Euler-angle rotations (¢, 0, @) (see Figure 5).
2O
z2' z3 _ /
W z I, zI
Y3
Y2
Yl
Yl
gular momentum vector
/ x,
x I _ e
x1, x 2
Figure 5. Body Coordinates Related to Inertial Coordinates
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Coordinate System
The transformation from body to inertial can be accomplished by three con-
secutive rotations as follows:
]IIx I ! cos ¢ -sin¢ 0 x 1YI = sin ¢ cos ¢ 0 YlI
Zl t 0 0 i i.
(2)
and
_-Xll _ i
_l = , 0
{
zI , 0
¢.-EmilY2 = s _
z 2
cos 0 _sin 0
sin 0 cos 0
!E:]- sin t# 0 x 3cos_J 0
0 1
(2a)
(2b)
Therefore, the complete transformation from body to inertial space is
YIj / : A
3!
zI 3j
(3)
where
A _
(cos¢ cos_ -cosO sin¢ sin_b) (-cos¢ sin@ -cos0 sin$ cos¢) (sin0 sine) ]I
(sin¢cos@+cos Ocos¢ sin@) (-sin¢ sin@+ cos 0cos_ cos@ )(-sin0cos¢) I
!
sin0 sin_b -sin0 cos_ cos0
The inverse transformation is accomplished by
x3]
Y31
!
zaJ
Fx_]
= A-I I:I
L'I_
22
(3a)
The body rate _ in terms of the Euler rates are
= 6 + [<I + f%
? t ^
= _x 3 13 + _°y 3 J3 + t°z 3 k3
(4)
Then,
and
! '#"
'_x 3 I cos* sin@sin, 0 i:0 1
! ! •
toy 3, = sins sinOcos_ 0 ¢ I
i , j i
_z3 0 cos 0 1 _ ]
XI
to
YI
_z i
cos 0 0 sin0 sine i O
= sin ¢ 0 -sine cos¢i $ i
r
(5)
(6)
The equation of motion and the required coordinate transformation have been
identified and derived such that the free-body motion can be analyzed.
FREE-I_ODY MOTIC)N ANALYSIS
For a free-body, symmetric or asymmetric, an analytical solution is
realizable. The equations of motion were solved by means of JacobPs
elliptic function (ref. i), sn(Nt), cn(Nt), and dn(Nt). The solution is
analytical and gives the attitude in Euler angles, illustrated in Figure 5,
as a function of time.
23
(t)--
K __
I __
k --
K ! -_.
k !
¢ (t)
tO
P
Symbols
the expression for the oscillation about the mean value
of _.
the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with
modulus k.
magnitude of the total angular momentum of the vehicle.
modulus of the elliptic integral of the first kind.
the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with
modulus k'.
-- modulus of the elliptic integral of the first kind.
-- mean value of the proper rotation of the vehicle.
-- a constant for a particular rigid body.
-- the oscillatory term of the velocity of precession.
-- the mean value of the velocity of precession.
The details of the solution will not be entertained here but are stated in the
final form. Reference 1 provides the necessary details of the solution.
Solution
The solution utilized the following initial conditions:
¢o = -_"rT._ o = 0° at time t = 0 sec.
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Iy < IAlso the solutions are good when I x > > I z or I x Y
case will be used for the vehicle under analysis.
<I
Z
The latter
The proper rotation is defined as
where
_N
2K
kV+
I (I x - I z)Y
I x fly - I z)
and is given by
.X.2 - to_ t+_ (t)
rrN
sin --_ t - A 2l
2
k2 = I (I x - Iy) toxX O
2
I z (Iy - I z) to
z
O
V1 - k 2k ! -_
sin --
2rr N
K
N2 = (l[f- Iz)(lx -Iz) to 2
I I z
x y o
A 1 = 2 k' - _, 2kW-_"
A 2
The precessional rotation is defined by ¢ and is given by
k'+£
(7)
whe re
"-f..
P
= I [(I +Iy)- (I x- Iy) [_ - _£"-/]
(8)
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_N
A 1 sin -_- t - A
2vrN
2 sin t _ °'"
The nutation is defined as 0 and is given by
I tO
Z Z
cos 0 = I o dn (Nt) (9)
where dn (Nt) is the Jacobi elliptic function. N is the lowest frequency
component of the nutation, and the exact nutation is represented by a mean
value and by harmonics of N. But for the purpose of the analysis, the
extent of nutation A 0 and period of the lowest frequency is of interest.
Therefore, A0 = 0 - 0
max. min.
where
I tO
Cos 0 - - k 2
max. I
I tO
Z Z
Cos O _ o
rain. I
Symmetric-Body Analysis Results
The analysis was conducted for a body symmetric about the z 3 axis (Figure
5). The inertias for the vehicle analyzed were determined from analysis
conducted in ref. 2. The inertias used in this analysis are not the final
values given in the report because of iterations in the concept study.
Parameters used in the analysis are
I = I = 54.6 slug-ft 2
x y
Iz -- 65.5 slug-ft 2
tO
z
O
= 0. 312 radian/second
= to COS
0
to = to sin
x 0
0
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The
z
0
is maintained constant because it is a vehicle requirement.
The objective is to establish the stability of the spacecraft for vari ous inertia
ratios-preferred spin axis to the transverse axis. The preferred spin axis is
the z 3 principal axis where internal alignment of the vehicle's experiment
package is required to minimize the mismatch angles of the experiment and
the body principal axis. The experiment axes are assumed to be aligned
sufficiently such that the offset angles can be set to zero for analysis purposes.
Stability of a spinning bod_f. -- It is well known that a rigid body which
is torque free and spinning about an arbitrary axis will be stable about that
axis. However, the spacecraft is not completely rigid and eventually will
spin about the maximum moment of inertia axis.
The stability is investigated from an energy point of view. Thomson and
Reiter (ref. 3) show that a body which dissipates energy is stable about the
maximum moment of inertia. This can be seen in the equation
2
T = I w (r-l) sin @ cos @ @ (i0)
z 0
where
T = rate of change of energy
r = inertia ratio
I
= Z,
I
x
absolute value of the spin vector, and
tOO =
e = cone angle (wobble).
If T is negative (energy loss),and for r > 1 O is negative, and for r < 1
is positive. Therefore, the minimum moment of inertia axis is unstable.
Rearranging the equation,
= 2 ]7 (10a)
I tO (r-l) sin 0 cos 0
z 0
Now, if q7 = -E (constant), 0 decreases for constant energy dissipation
o
as r increases. If r = i, the body has no maximum moment of inertia.
For the HDS spacecraft, the inertia must be greater about the preferred spin
axis than the transverse axes to assure long-term stability. The inertia
ratio should be sufficiently larger than one to provide a margin of safety for
the maximum moment of inertia axis.
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Moment of inertia calculations on the conceptual spacecraft (ref. 2) has
indicated that an inertia ratio of at least 1.2 but not greater than 1.4 can
be attained. An inertia ratio of at least i. 2 is recommended.
The cone angle 8 is related to the angle _ (see Figure 6) by
I
tan 0 = _ tan
I
Z
tan 0 = --:--* tan
r
(11)
Assuming _ is held constant, it is observed that tan 8 is an inverse function
of the inertia ratio. The cone angle, or "wobble", approaches zero as r
approaches infinity when _<90 °. This implies greater inertial stability of
the maximum principal moment of inertia axis. Equation (11) shows that
for r = 1.2 the cone angle is nearly equal to _. However, the rate at
which the vehicle precesses about the angular momentum vector increases
as a direct function of the inertia ratio. That is,
= rt0
p z o (12}
No constraint is imposed on the upper limit of the inertia ratio for attitude
control. But, attitude prediction may require an upper limit for r because
of the sampling rate of the attitude measurement device. The attitude deter-
mination analysis (ref. 4) shows that at least four star samples per revolution
of the vehicle are required to determine attitude. Then, an inertia ratio of
four allows one sample per cycle of the precession frequency. Intuitively, 10
samples per cycle of the frequency is desired to determine adequately the
motion of a frequency. However, fewer samples can be taken if loss of accu-
racy can be tolerated. The inertia ratio of 1.2 is well below four, and
results for the attitude determination study show that a sampling rate of four
is adequate for the accuracy required.
Because the vehicle must maintain its experiment scan vector within ±5 ° of
the orbit plane, a limit on the cone angle must be determined. Figure 7
illustrates the relation of the cone angle as a function of _. The cone angle
is smaller than _ by a constant factor for r = 1.2.
The launch vehicle at separation imparts a 3°/second transverse rate to the
spacecraft which creates a half-cone angle of eight degrees. A damper
must be employed to reduce the cone angle to a specified level less than five
degrees. The level to which the damper must reduce the cone angle will be
determined from the asymmetric, torqued-body, and mechanization analyses.
The free, symmetric body motion provides an insight to the asymmetric body
analysis which follows.
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A symme tric-Body Analysis
In practice an exact symmetrical body cannot be achieved. There is always
some small percentage of asymmetry e existing due to limitations
on dynamic balancing techniques. The analysis intent is to show the
effects of various levels of asymmetry and to draw conclusions as to the effect
on attitude control requirements and the attitude prediction task.
The analytical solution given previously is utilized to obtain the characteris-
tics of the asymmetric free-body motion. The parameters involved inthe
analysis are given below.
I = 65.5 slug-ft 2
z
= I - e 1, where I = 54.6 slug-ft 2Ix o o
Iy = Io+ e 1 , where Io = 54.6 slug-ft 2
z
O
3.0 rpm = 0. 312 radians/sec
= 0.0% 0.5 ° , 1.0 °, and 2.0 °body cone angle
¢ = 0.0¢, 0.5_ 1.0¢, 2.0_ and 35ofI
O
= E
¢I i00 1°
Extent of nutation. -- The extent of nutation is the difference between
maximum and mlmmum cone angle @. It was calculated as a function of
for various angles _]. The results are shown in Figures 8, 9, and
10. Figure 8 shows- for ¢ = 0.5-percent asymmetry that the extent of
nutation is 45.0 seconds of arc and that it increases rapidly to 289 seconds
of arc for ¢ = 3.0-percent asymmetry. Figures 9 and 10 show that the cone
angle 0 and the extent of nutation increases directly with _.
The attitude control function is not significantly affected by the extent of nuta-
tion for asymmetry up to three percent, because the extent of nutation is small
in comparison to the requirement of maintaining preferred spin axis within
+5 degrees of the orbit normal. The attitude control is adequately represented
by symmetrical-body formulation insofar as extent of nutation of a three per-
cent or less asymmetric body is concerned.
However, the attitude determination model must include the asymmetry. The
extent of nutation is such at 0. 5-percent asymmetry and D = 0.5 degrees
that the asymmetry of the vehicle must be represented in the attitude deter-
mination model. The model must predict the attitude of the vehicle within 10
seconds of arc.
In conclusion, the vehicle should be as dynamically balanced as well as existing
equipment and facilities will permit to minimize the effects of asymmetry on
attitude determination.
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Nutation and precession periods. --
Nutation period: The nutation period is the time for the extent of nuta-
lion to complete one cycle from a minimum to a maximum. Figure 11 illus-
trates the results. The period is not a function of the angle _ but
rises rapidly as a function of body asymmetry. The period has increased 1. 1
sec from ¢ = 0.0 percent to a body of 3.0-percent asymmetry. The spin
period is approximately one fifth that of the nuLation period.
The attitude control model is not required to account for small variations in the
nutation period of at least up to 3.0 percent asymmetry.
Attitude determination again must include asymmetry because the prediction
must be good to 10 seconds of arc.
Precession period: The precession period is the mean time required for
the principal z 3 axis to traverse one revolution about the angular momentum
vector. Figure 12 illustrates that the mean precession period is a function of
e and 0. Notice the difference in the periods for the three values of D. The
period shortens more rapidly as _ becomes larger.
Attitude determination must have a knowledge of the changes in q. Attitude
control subsystems should provide a damper to maintain a small _ to
minimize the variation of the precession period. If the damper is maintained
operative during the data cycle, the model of the damper will have to be in-
cluded in the attitude determination. On the other hand, a damper which is
inoperative during the data cycle is desired because attitude determination
accuracy is improved when fewer parameters are involved.
The torqued-body analysis will determine the feasibility of a part-time
operative damper.
Precession rate: Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the effect of various de-
grees of body asymmetry on the precession rate. A plot of the precession
rate _ as a function of time is illustrated. The rate varies with the body
asymmetry but not with the angle _. The mean spin period of the body z3
axis is near 20.0 seconds. Then, during one revolution of the vehicle, the
precession rate will vary by approximately 0. 0106 rad/sec for c = 1 percent
when _ = 0.5 degree or _ = 1.0 degree.
Body rate: Another illustration is made inFigures 15 and 16 showing
variation of the body z 3 axis rate as a function of time. The extent of the
rate variation is a function of the body asymmetry alone. The asymmetry
causes a shift in the mean rate with a sinusoidal variation about the mean.
For purposes of accurate prediction of attitude, the objective again would be
to minimize the body asymmetry.
It is realized that the vehicle will not be completely free of the asymmetry,
but it can be dynamically balanced within state-of-the-art limits.
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Asymmetry due to spacecraft inertia variation. -- Cryogenic coolant sub-
limation will cause changes in the inertia. A worst-case sublimation effect
would be for the asymmetry to change by the maximum amount of transverse
axis inertia change. Assuming this, asymmetry would become approximately
0.3 percent. The affect of 0.3 asymmetry is not sufficient to warrant ihe
inclusion of asymmetry in the attitude control model, but it must be included
in the attitude prediction model. The 0.3-percent asymmetry is assumed to
occur over a one-year time span and is also assumed to change linearly. The
attitude prediction model can easily handle the long time constant variations.
The analysis has been conducted on the assumption that the experiment axes
are perfectly aligned to the principal axes. Alignment techniques are suf-
ficiently accurate that small misalignment, e.g., 0.5 degree, causes
insignificant effects as far as attitude control is concerned. The attitude
determination model must include the misalignmeni of the experiment axes.
The alignment angles are discussed in ref. 4.
Summary of Free-body Motion Analysis
The analysis was conducted for a symmetric, spinning cylinder whose inertia
ratio Is/I t is greater than one. The objective was to determine the char-
acteristic motion of this specific body. Secondly, the analysis extended to the
asymmetric spinning body (transverse inertia very nearly equal).
The results of the symmetric body analysis indicate that:
Motion is stable about the maximum moment of inertia,
assuming small perturbation to the vehicle.
Computation of the inertia of the vehicle indicates that
an inertia ratio of i. 2 can be obtained. The analysis
shows that the vehicle is stable for r = i. 2 due to a
flexible body.
Tip-off rates and other perturbations require that a
cone-angle damper be supplied to damp the initial spin
vector to coincide nearly with the preferred spin axis.
The damper will be required to remove approximately
eight degrees of half-cone angle that was generated by
the maximum booster tip-off rates. The operational
plan provides for two orbits of damping prior to per-
forming mission. The preferred spin axis is the
principal moment of inertia y axis. Small misalign-
ment of the experiment axes are assumed.
The results of the asymmetric body motion shows
That the extent of nutation A0 is a direct function of
T] the angle of the spin vector to tbe body principal
axis (Figures 8, 9, and 10).
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That the variation in precession rate and body rate, is
independent of _ but is very dependent on the asymmetry
of the vehicle (Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16).
That for a body spin period of 20 seconds, the period of
the extent of nutation (Figure 11) is the same as the period
of nutation and is greater than 100 seconds and is a func-
tion of the asymmetry and _. The period of nutation is
the time required for the spin vector to complete one cycle
in the body.
That body asymmetry up to three percent can be tolerated
without significant effect on the attitude control of the HDS
spacecraft. However, for attitude prediction accuracies
the asymmetry should be minimized because asymmetry
produces variations in the frequencies of motion of the
vehicle and results in degradation of the attitude determina-
tion. It is well within state of the art for dynamic balancing
techniques to balance to one percent. It is then recommended
that the spacecraft be balanced as well as the state of the art
allows to minimize complex motion. The design intent is to
have a vehicle spinning about a preferred vehicle body axis.
Since an exact coincidence is not possible, the objective is to
design the vehicle to spin as near to the preferred spin axis
as possible.
The attitude control math model can be adequately represented
by a symmetric body, providing the asymmetry is less than
three percent.
The attitude prediction model must include asymmetry effects
regardless of the level of asymmetry.
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MODEL OF ENVIRONMENTAl, TOP,,_UES FOR TIIE tIDS SPACi_CR,.\ I:T
The model for the environmental torques is discussed in detail in Appendix
A. The ensuing discussion will summarize lhe torques derived.
The task of modeling the torques involved the identification of the torques,
derivation of the torques in principal body coordinates, calculations of co-
efficients which are dependent on the vehicle's configuration, and estimation
of coefficients which are calculated from the vehicle's characteristics.
The torques experienced by the vehicle in a near-earth polar orbit are
• Solar pressure
Aerodynamic pressure
• Gravity gradient
• Meteoroid disturbance
• Rotating internal equipment
• Vehicle outgassing disturbance
• Magnetic interaction
- Eddy current
- Residual magnetic moment
Solar Pressure
The results of the derivation (Appendix A) showed that the particle radiation
pressure is more than an order of magnitude less than the electromagnetic
radiation pressure. Particle radiation pressure was, therefore, neglected.
A constant pressure of 1 x 10 -7 lb/ft 2 was used for a surface normal to the
sun line with no variation due to solar activity. For the present the reflect-
ivity and absorptivity properties of the vehicle were not established due to
continuing concept iteration. The vehicle is assumed to be completely
absorbing.
The torque in body coordinates is represented by
TB = C -1 _E (13)
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where _E is the torque expressed in experiment coordinates and _B is in
body principal coordinates, and C is the transformation from body to experi-
ment axes. The torque in experiment axes is
So JE kE (_Ay - _xAx) 1
TE - 0
-SoiE JE (6yAy C.xAx)j
(14)
where S is the magnitude of %he pressure.
o
3E i=
kEI
CE
1I
3I
k I
(15)
and E is the transformation from inertial coordinates to body principal
coordinates.
The transformations
C (e l, c 2, e3 ) =
C and E are expressed by
(cose3cose - sine lsine2sine3)(sinelcos e3 + cos elsine 2sine 3)( - sine 3cos e 2}
I (-sine cose2) (cose lCOSe 2) sine 2
k(sine3cos¢l + sinelsine2cose3)(sine3sine 1-coselsine2cose 3)(cosc 2cos¢ 3)
(16)
E (_, _, O}
The surface areas and moments were computed,
S o = 1 x 10 -7 lbs/ft 2 was used to determine
(cos{9 COS_-- sin_ sine sin8) (sin_cos e + COS_ sin _sine)(-sinecos$ )-
= (-sin_# cos ¢) (cos _ cos _) sine
(sin0 cos@+ sin_ sin¢cose) (sinesin@-cos_sin_cosS) (cos¢cosO)
and the coefficient
(17)
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E = 0.8 x 10 -5 JE kE
x
T E = 0
Y
T E = -0.8 x 10 -5 JE kE
z
The solar torque was determined for solar aspect angles of 30 to 65°.
Aerodynamic Torque
The aerodynamic pressure generates a torque on the vehicle when a yaw
angle of attack is present.
Appendix A shows that the tangential pressure component does generate a
torque when the vehicle geometric axis is at an angle to the orbit normal.
Also, the coefficients are not the same for yaw angles of opposite signs.
Torque equations were derived for two cases: F _ 0 and F > 0.
YE YE
This corresponds to the positive and negative angle of attack attitude,
respectively.
If F < 0,
YE
If F > O,
YE
T E
-5 ft-lbs
2. 8064 x 10 JE kE
0
-8. 4224 x 10 -5 iE JE ft-lbs
(14a)
E
1.0061 x 10 -5
-8. 102 x 10 -6
-6
8.102 x 10
JE kE
JE kE
JE JE -
1.9389 x 10 -5
i E J_
(14b)
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Gravity Gradient
A gravity-gradient torque on the vehicle is due to the variation of the earth's
gravity field with altitude. The HDS vehicle, with an inertia ratio of greater
than one and an attitude error in roll or yaw, will experience a gravity-
gradient torque. The torque is given by
= 3G
TXN R--_-(Iy -I x } sin ¢ cos _ cos ¢ (18}
where ¢ and _ are roll and yaw principal body angles relative to inertial
space, respectively, R is the distance from the center of the earth to the
vehicle, and G is the universal gravitational constant.
Meteoroid Disturbance Torque
-10
The equivalent pressure force of the meteoroid impacts is 5.89 x 10
lb/ft 2 which is several orders of magnitude below solar radiation pressure
(1 x 10 -7 lb/ft2).
To evaluate the effects of meteoroid impacts on the vehicle, it is assumed
that the vehicle will respond to each individual impact, and that there is no
cancelling of momentum due to omni-directional impact. Each impact,
therefore, will induce an impulsive step input into the vehicle body rates.
A magnitude 9 meteoroid travelling at 72 km/sec will induce an impulse
of 8.5 x 10 -2 lb-sec to the vehicle. The probability of encountering smaller
meteoroids increases, but the individual impact effect decreases. For this
analysis, 8.5 x 10 -2 lb-sec will be considered maximum. The step impact
into each vehicle body rate is given as
At0
Y
At0
X
A_0
z
o. 085 I
I
Y
O. 085_ 2
I
X
O.085_,3
I
Z
(19)
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where
2`2
2-3
I
Y
I
Z
are the impact moment arms (currently 2.25 feet), and
are the vehicle moments of inertia.
Rotating Internal Equipment
Rotating equipment within the HDS spacecraft will induce opposing rotational
motion. Start-up acceleration will impart impulse torque to the vehicle. The
HDS spacecraft experiment package contains the only moving parts which
must be analyzed. The radiometer contains three shutters which are intended
to operate once per revolution of the vehicle. The shutters are part of the
radiometer calibration and impart step-input torques to the vehicle. The
shutters return to their initial position at the end of the calibration period
(approximately 300 milleseconds). Computation for the resultant impulse
gave 0. 0018 to 0. 063 in.-lbs-sec. However, the orientation of this motion
relative to the spacecraft body axes is not entirely defined. Appendix A
shows that the impulse could be significant in one orbit period, depending on
the alignment of the torque. This may require that radiometer calibration
actuation torques be compensated.
Vehicle Outgassing Disturbance
Outgassing from the vehicle produces an unpredictable disturbance torque on
the vehicle. Sources of outgassing torques are
• Trapped air in crevices and joints.
• Reaction-jet valve leakage.
• Cooling system outgassing.
Trapped air pockets in crevices and joints will produce an exponentially
decaying torque. While the magnitude of this torque cannot be easily deter-
mined, its decay is rapid, and it may be considered negligible.
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The HDS spacecraft does not use reaction jets. Therefore, no torque can
be considered.
The cooling system employed by the experiment package is the only source
of outgassing. Appendix A shows that this torque amounts to incorporating
only 0. 044 ft-lbs-seconds of momentum over one year. Therefore, this
disturbing force may be neglected.
Magnetic Interaction
Residual magnetic moment.-- A disturbance torque will exist due to the
interaction of the magnetic moment of the spacecraft and the earth's magnetic
field. The torque is given by
T = M x B (20)
In body axes this is
T =M B -B M
x m y z y z
T =M B -B M
Ym z x z x
T =M B -B M
z m x y x y
(21)
where
and
M x, My,
B x, By,
M are the body axis residual magnetic moments ft-lb/gauss,
Z
B z are body axis components of the earth's magnetic field, gauss.
The residual magnetic moment is normally given in units of amp-turns-
2
meters , which can be converted into ft-lb/gauss directly.
Eddy-current torques. -- Eddy-Current disturbance torques are due to
the spacecraft rotating in a magnetic field. The torque retards vehicle spin
and produces a precession of the spin axis. The general expression is given
by
T = K (t_ x B) x B (22)
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Expanding in body principal axes gives
= [(By2 2) Wx (B x B to + BTXE -K + Bz - y y x
= Bz 2 - + BTy E -K [(Bx2 + ) Wy (B x By _)x y
= [(Bx2 2) _0 - (B x B a) + BTZE -K + By z z x y
B z ) ]
B z toz) ]
B z _y) ]
(23)
Summary of Environmental Torque Model
The environmental torques have been derived and discussed in the preceding
paragraphs. The significance of the torques as they pertain to the HDS
spacecraft are investigated and the results are presented in the ensuing
section.
The effects on the motion of the spacecraft of the solar pressure, gravity
gradient, aerodynamic pressure, and magnetic torques were investigated by
adding to the free-body equations. However, several other torques were ex-
amined in a cursory fashion and found to have insignificant effect on the mo-
tion of the spacecraft. These torques - internal rotating equipment, cryogenic
outgassing, and meteoroid impact - should be reviewed as the spacecraft
design becomes firm. Further analysis should also be made to determine
how the meteoroid impact should be incorporated in the equation of motion.
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ANALYSIS OF TORQUED BODY-MOTION
An analysis of the influence of disturbance torques on vehicle motion was
performed to determine requirements for the attitude control system, bounds
on candidate vehicle spin rates, and a base for the attitude determination
model. Since the attitude control system may not correct attitude continu-
ously, but rather update attitude at periodic intervals, the magnitude of spin
axis decay and spin axis precession defines the interval between control up-
date periods.
Computer Program
The analysis of torqued-body motion was conducted using a digital computer
program. A block diagram of the program is shown in Figure 17. The rigid
body equations which were programmed were derived from the well-known
relationship that the torque exerted on a rigid body is equal to the rate of
change of the bodyls momentum. This is expressed as
-- dH -_ -_
T = _dt + tO x H (24)
where
T =
H =
q_
tO =
torque exerted on the body
momentum of the body
angular velocity of the body
These equations are
Tx = Ix_ - Ixy (dl - rp) - Iyz (q2 _ r 2) _ Ixz (i_ + pq) " (Iy- Iz) qr
Ty = Iy q - Ixy (_ - qr) - Iyz (i_ - pq) - Ixz (r 2 - p2)_ (i z - Ix ) rp
Tz = iz _ _ ixy (p2 _ q2) _ iy z (_ + rp) - Ixz (I_ - qr) - (I x - Iy) pq
(25)
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_o - _e t + L I I Goddard
program
_, (FIELDG)
I
I Bx I Byl
T
Bz,_
- sin Z cos L - sin L ° - cos L cos
- sin Z sin L cos L - cos X sin L
cos X 0 - sin ),
¢
8
_k
[y Motion Analysis Computer Program
where
T x, T, T = body torques inx, y, z axesy z
p, q, r = roll, pitch, yaw body rates
Ix, Iy, I z = moment }_f inertia
Ixz , Iyz, Ixy = product of inertia
The above equations are inverted to give the expressions for _, _, and b.
The Euler angle rate derivation resulted from a rotation sequence of _, ¢,
This rotation avoids the singularity which occurs as 0 goes through large
angles.
The Euler rate equations for the _, ¢, 0 sequence are
where $, e,
= p cos 0 + r sin 0
= p tan _bsin 0 + q - r tan ¢ cos 0
=-p sin 0 + r cos 0
cos--'--T cos ¢
(26)
= roll, pitch, yaw Euler angles as shown in Figure 18.
8o
The body components of the various disturbance torques were equated to T
x
Ty, and Tz. Solution of the equations of motion on the computer yielded p,
q, r, ¢, 8, and _.
To determine the effects of the earth's magnetic field interacting with the
vehicle magnetic moment and generating of eddy currents, the NASA Goddard
program FIELDG was obtained. The earth's latitude and longitude are neces-
sary as inputs to the Goddard earth's field program. A nominal orbit is as-
sumed to find this with fl = 45% i = 7.38 °, an altitude of 500 km, and a period
of 94.62 minutes. The inertial axes x I, YI' zI have their origin at earth's
center with zI toward the North Pole and x I toward the First Point of Aries.
The rotations through fl and i to the orbit plane determined by x o, z ° are
shown in Figures 19 and 20.
The above two rotations give the following equations for the inertial coordin-
ates of the vehicle in terms of the orbit parameters:
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Perpendicular
to plane of orbit
+Yl (
_ Vehicle spin
+x I
Figure 18.
+z I
Reference Coordinate System for Body Axis
Relative to Inertial Frame
z ,z"
Z0 ,
t
XI X eoX0
Figure 19. Reference Coordinate System for h'ae Spacecraft Orbit
Relative to Inertial Frame
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For 94.62 min
Zo
X 0 = R0 cos 1)
Yo = 0
z o = Ro sin v
X o
v o = OJot+ v o radians
period, oJo = 0.00110674 rad/sec
Figure 20. Spacecraft Position in the Orbit Plane
z I
x I
Figure 21. Spacecraft Position Relative to Inertial Space in Terms
of Latitude and Longitude
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zI =
The inertial angles
then determined by
R ° cos _ cos v + Ro sini sin [_ sin v ]
R ° sin f_ cos _ - R ° sinicos _ sin _; J (27)R ° cos i sin v
L and k (respectively RL and RLAM in program) are
L = tan- 1 YI (28)
k = tan-1 zI (29)
2 2
xI +YI
as seen in Figure 21.
Then
and
earth latitude (DLAT) = k
earth longitude = _o - to t + L (30)e
where
¢o = longitude of First Point of Aries at t = 0, and
co = earth's rotation rate .
e
Additional input for the field routine FLELDG are the altitude in km, the
epoch TM, the degree of series expansion + 1 = NMX, and L {previously set
# 0 to read in coefficient data cards). Outputs from the routine give the
earth's field in gammas (10 -5 gauss) in north (x), east (y), and downward
{z) components as well as the total field F.
These field components are converted to inertial field components by the
equations
BxI == -y sin L - (x sin k+ z cos k) cos L ]
By I ycos L - (x sin k + z cos k) sin L
Bzi xcos k - z sin k
(31)
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These are converted to body coordinates by the equations
B -- (cos e cos _ - sin _,,sin ¢ sin e) B
x B x I
+ (sin _ cos {9 + cos _ sin ¢ sine)B - sin e cos CB
Yl
B = -sin _ cos CB + cos _ cos ¢ B + sin CB
Y B Xl Yl zl
B = (sin e cos _+ sin_ sin ¢cos e) B
zB
+ (sin @ sin_ - cos _sin¢cosS) B + cos¢ cos e 76
z_ zI
(32)
Then assuming a spacecraft magnetic moment of M " M
x _y
ft-lb/gauss, the equations for body coordinate torques T x,
-4
= M _ -0.516xi0
Z
T , and T are
y z
T = M B -B M
x Y Z'B Y B z
T = M B -B M
y z x B z B x
T = M B -B M
z x YB XB Y
(33)
Also terms are added to the above three equations to account for the eddy-
current effects.
Results of Torqued-Body Analysis
Analysis of the disturbance torques indicates that solar pressure, grc.viLy
gradient, vehicle outgassing, and aerodynamic torques are small compared
to magnetic interaction and eddy-current torques. Meteoroid impact torques
are impulsive and unpredictable, and must be handled in the _:t'-:tu3_; d_t_z,-
mination model as impulsive changes to body rates. In addition, the, rotqting
elements in the radiometer calibration system could impose iar{e coning
motions if symmetric balancing was not employed.
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In this analysis, the major continuous torques considered are the magnetic-
interaction torque and the eddy-current torque. A nominal residual magnetic
moment of 1.0 amp-turns-m 2 and an eddy-current conductivity coefficient of
22.86 x 10-5 ft-lb-sec/gauss 2 were used. The 1.0 amp-turn-m residual
magnetic moment was of the order of magnitude experienced by the earlier
Tiros satellites. The residual on the HDS spacecraft is expected to be less
because of the symmetrically illuminated solar panel configuration. The eddy-
current coefficient is based on the average spin-down rates of previous opera-
ting satellites. The 1.0 amp-turn-m 2 moment was assumed to be 45° tothe
three body axes. The 1.0 amp-turn-m 2 is resolved into the body axes and
converted to ft-lbs/gauss. The disturbed motion of the vehicle was determined
parametrically for 3, 4, and 5 rpm. The spin-rate decay resulting in a time-
varying pitch attitude change is shown in Figure 22. As the spin rate increases,
the pitch attitude change due to eddy-current torques increases. The combined
influence of magnetic interaction and eddy currents, however, causes the spin-
axis precession to decrease as spin rate is increased. This is shown in Figure
23 for a period of one orbit. By projecting through multiple orbits, as shown
in Figure 24, the spin-axis precession will accumulate to five degrees in 55 or
72 orbits for spin rates of 3 or 4 rpm, respectively. This assumes that no
attempt is made to balance continuously the observed residual magnetic mo-
ment or orbit regression by applying a balancing current to the att_tuue updat_
magnetic coils. Spin-rate decay will amount to a five-percent dec_'_a_ i_
about 125 orbits due primarily to eddy-current torque effects. This then pro-
vides a basis for establishing requirements on the attitude control systemand
update interval. In addition, the form and magnitude of the motion provides
a basis for the attitude determination model.
Summary of Analysis of Torqued-Body Motion
The results of the analysis were
• A mathematical description of the significant disturbance torques
for use in the attitude determination model was completed. The
major torques are the magnetic interaction torque and the eddy-
current torque.
• A spin rate of three rpm was selec ted because of the minimum
composite effect of residual and eddy-current torque on the
pointing vector prediction. Further, the lower spin rate in-
creases the energy received by the radiometer on each inter-
ception of the horizon.
• Spin rate need be updated only once every 125 orbits to keep
spin rate within five percent of nominal.
• Attitude correction due to spin axis precession needs updating
once per 55 orbits if the residual moment is not compensated.
With compensation for residual moment and orbit regression,
the update period can possibly be extended to 300 orbits.
• Magnetic torques cause no significant increase in cone angle
over a period of four orbits.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT STUDY
CONCEPT SUMMARY OF ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM,.
The attitude control subsystem for HDS is a simple, part-time, ground-com-
manded, magnetically torqued control system which reacts with the earth's
magnetic field.
The HDS satellite derives its basic attitude stability from the gyroscopic
properties of the spinning body. Because of this and the experiment require-
ments, an active control system is not required continuously, and the sub-
system will only be used when necessary to correct attitude. The desired
attitude for HDS is with the spin axis normal to the orbit plane. Disturbance
torques such as gravity gradient, solar pressure and magnetic moment will
cause the spin axis to drift from this desired orientation. Because of attitude
determination observations and radiometer pointing, it is desired to keep the
spin axis within ±5 degrees. Also no torques are to be applied during attitude
determination observations; therefore, the attitude control subsystem will be
normally de-energized. The spin control portion of the ACS will be operated
in the same manner. Attitude and spin rate will be monitored by ground per-
sonnel who will decide when the attitude and spin rate are to be corrected.
The attitude control subsystem consists of four units
• V-head horizon sensor (14- to 16-micron CO 2 band)
• Logic control unit
• Three torquer coils
• Passive damper
A block diagram of the subsystem is shown in Figure 25.
The V-head sensor provides information to determine the angle between the
spin axis and the normal to the orbit plane, the coning angle, and to commu-
tare the spin control coil. The sensor will measure the angle between the
spin axis and the local horizontal plane. This angle is determined by com-
paring the earth intercept periods of the two heads. The difference in the
two periods is an indication of the roll angle. As shown in the block diagram,
the difference in periods is found by counting up on an up-down counter when
one head intercepts the earth and counting down when the other head inter-
cepts the earth. The remaining count is proportional to the local roll angle.
This measured roll angle is observed for a period of time to determine the
relationship of the spin axis to the orbit plane normal.
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Figure 25. Attitude Control Subsystem Block Diagram
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The V-head sensor can also provide cone angle information. This is found by
noting the difference in on-times of the two heads. One head starts the count
and the other head stops the count. This will be measured on every revolution
of the spacecraft for a period of tirade. The roll angle will be essentially
constant over this period; therefore, variations in this reading will be due to
the cone angle. A curve fitting can then determine the magnitude of the angle.
The V-head sensor also provides the information necessary to commutate the
current in the spin-control coil. The output of one head initiates a counter at
the first "on-time" and stops it on the second "on-time. " A right shift is per-
formed on the counter, and the contents are transferred to the 1/2 spin counter
which is counted down by the clock. The output of the head accomplishes one
current change, and the output of the 1/2 spin counter accomplishes the second
current change one-half spin cycle later. The spin-control coil is oriented in
the vehicle so that the current change occurs at the proper time relative to the
magnetic field.
The logic control unit contains the counters indicated above plus the logic nec-
essary to perform the required operations. It also contains the coil driver
electronics. These consist of a bridge-type circuit for reversing the current
through the coil and adjusting the current level.
The control coils are air-core coils wound on frames which are oriented in
the spacecraft to generate a magnetic field as required for control torques.
The attitude and residual correction coil can be wound on the same frame and
oriented so that the plane of the coil is perpendicular to the spin axis of
the spacecraft. The residual coil also provides the required moment for orbit
regression compensation. The spin-control coil is oriented so that its plane
is parallel to the spin axis and is 68 degrees from the optical axis of the V-
head sensor. This provides the proper orientation so that the current will be
switched when the plane of the coil coincides with local vertical.
The passive damper is used to reduce the coning angle which may be intro-
duced by the separation of the spacecraft from the booster. As indicated,
the damper is designed to remove this energy passively. Extrapolation of
data from presently designed and tested dampers indicate that damping the
spacecraft to 0.5 degrees is quite feasible.
A summary of the weight, size, and power consumption is shown in Table 2.
A summary of estimated failure rates and reliabilities for the ACS is given in
Table 3.
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Operational Plan
This operational plan delineates the procedure for the attitude control functions
during initial orientation of the spin axis and for attitude error and spin rate
corrections.
Initial orientation. -- The operational plan is based on having the booster
orient the spacecraft spin axis normal to the orbit plane. The orientation is
expected to be within two degrees of the normal. Before separating the space-
craft from the booster, the solar panels are extended and the spacecraft is
spun to three rpm + five percent by the spin table on the Delta stage.
With a tip-off rate of three degrees per second and a spin rate of three rpm,
the spacecraft will be precessing with a half-cone angle of eight degrees. The
sequence of operation is shown in Figure 26, All commands for attitude con-
trol will be transmitted from the College station.
Upon separation of the spacecraft from the booster the passive damper is
activated. One full orbit has been allowed for damping of the coning motion.
Attitude and spin rate measurements are made for approximately 2/3 of an
orbit, so that, the data can be read out at the second pass over the College
station. The deviation of the spin axis from normal should not exceed five
degrees, so one correction period should be adequate to correct the attitude
as well as the spin rate. The desired corrections are computed on the
ground and transmitted to the spacecraft on the third pass over the College
station.
After torquing has been completed, an attitude measurement by the V-head
sensor of approximately 20 minutes can be transmitted to College on the
fourth pass. The passive damper will be deactivated at this time. Space-
craft attitude will then be monitored for a period of 10 to 12 orbits to deter-
mine the magnetic moment of the spacecraft. The command to cancel the
residual moment can then be made in the 16th orbit or the 12th pass over
College. If the drift during the 10 to 12 orbits has been large, it may be
desirable to correct the attitude before starting to take data.
Orbital operations.-- The output of the V-head sensor will be monitored
every two minutes during an orbit. In addition, every reading (three per
minute) of the V-head sensor will be monitored for a 10-minute period prior
to passing over the College station. The readings taken during the 10-minute
period will provide knowledge of the coning angle. Spin rate will also be
monitored.
When it is determined that an attitude and/or a spin rate correction is re-
quired, the command will be transmitted from the College station. The com-
mand will select the proper time delay required for the orbital conditions and
the correction required.
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Attitude Computation with V-head Sensor
Computation method. -- A V-head horizon sensor configuration has been
recommended for the H'DS. A sketch of the sensor is shown in Figure 27.
The details of the attitude error computation are discussed in this section.
See Appendix B for details of the V-head horizon sensor concept.
The V-head sensor consists of two sensing elements operating in the 14- to 16-
micron, CO 2 absorption band, each having a small field of view. The optical
axis of each sensor is positioned, so that, it intercepts the earth's horizon on
each revolution of the spacecraft. The optical axes are at equal angles on
either side of the spin plane. When there is no roll error, the interception
time of the horizon is the same on both sensors. When a roll error is
present the interception time differs in the two sensing elements. Thus the
difference in time is an indication of the roll error. The geometry concerned
with determining roll error is shown in Figure 28.
From the spacecraft, the line of sight to the horizon forms the surface of a
cone (earth cone - half angle of 68 degrees for 270 n. mi. altitude}. The
optical axis of the sensor also forms the surface of a cone (sensor cone} at
right angles to the earth cone for no roll error. The half cone angle is desig-
nated in Figure 28. The computation consists of determining the time that
the sensor cone and the earth cone intersect. The time can be determined
from knowledge of the angle 0s and time for one revolution. The angle
e s can be determined from
cos 68 °- cos ¢ sin Ce
s (34)COS e =
s sin_s cos @e
where
Cs
Ce =
0 =
S
angle of optical axis to spin axis
roll attitude error angle
1/2 the intercept angle
This is found by expressing the optical axis of one of the sensing elements by
the vector R .
O
Ro = sin Cs sin e = x I + (c°s Cs cos Ce - sin Cs cos O sin ¢e ) YIS S
+ (cos Cs sin Ce + sin Cs cos 0 s cos Ce ) _I (35)
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s
Figure 27. V-Head Horizon Sensor Configuration
r Gone
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Figure 28. Horizon Sensing Geometry
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Whenever the optical axis of the sensing element is less than 68 degrees
with respect to the local _ertical, the sensor is looking at the earth. The
cosine of angle between R° and _'I is the dot product ]_o " zI " Equating
this angle to 68 degrees, the following expression results:
cos 68 ° = cos ¢ sin ¢ + sin ¢ cos 0 cos ¢ (34a)
s e s s e
Solution of the equation for cos 0 s for one element results in
cos 68 ° - cos C s sin Ce
cos 0 - (34b)
s 1 sin Cs cos Ce
The solution for the other sensing element can be expressed as
cos 68°+ cos Cs sin Ce
cos 0 = (34c)
s 2 sin Cs cos C e
The time for each sensing element is
0
S
180 °
seconds
= t
x revolution
A plot of the interception times as a function of the roll angle is shown in
Figure 29. The plot is carried to eight degrees at which point the number two
element no longer sees any earth. The number one sensor element will con-
tinue to see more earth until an angle of 52 degrees where the sensor will see
all earth.
The roll angle as measured will be modified on a short-term basis by the
coning motion of the spacecraft. To provide a more accurate indication of
the short-term motion, the difference in on-time of the two heads may be
obtained. The coning frequency is 1.2 times the spin frequency. If there is
a variation in the difference of on-time, then it is due to the coning motion.
Mechanization and data storage required. -- As indicated above, the roll
error will be determined by noting the difference in the intercept times. This
results in a simple mechanization of an up-down counter to which are gated the
clock pulses for an up count while number one sensor intercepts the earth
and for a down count while number two sensor intercepts the earth. The
clock pulses must be phased so that an up and a down count are not received
at the same time. When both sensors have left the earth, the contents of the
counter can be transferred to data storage. The up-down counter is then re-
set upon receipt of signal from either of the sensors.
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To get the desired resolution it is noted that one degree equals 0.57 seconds.
A resolution of at least 0.1 degree is required; therefore, time increments
of 0. 057 should be supplied. This is 20 pulses per second. A full count
occurs when one sensor sees all earth, so 400 pulses must be stored• With
one bit to indicate sign, a total of ten bits are required.
Because knowledge of the cone angle is important to attitude determination,
a method is proposed for its measurement. The coning motion is a high fre-
quency (1.2 times spin frequency} motion compared to the roll angle motion
(orbital frequency}. The cone angle can change from zero to the maximum
during one intercept period of the earth.
The coning motion can be determined by measuring the difference in on-times
between the two sensors. With a coning motion, the difference in on-times
will vary from one measurement to the next. Thus, a number of successive
readings with a curve fitting can determine the cone-angle.
The difference in on-time can be determined by starting a counter with the
pulse from the other head. The difference in on-time for 0.5 degree is
0. 146 seconds. A pulse rate of 40 pulses per second to the counter can pro-
vide a resolution of less than 0.1 degree for cone.angle measurement.
Accuracy. -- By using the 14to 16 _, CO 2 band, the accuracy in defining
the attitude of the spacecraft is expected to be:
Instrument accuracy (Appendix B) .073 °
Horizon locator (50 percent normalized radiance-
ref. 5) (Appendix B)
•136 °
Alignment error • 15 °
Counter re solution .05 °
Curving fitting .15 °
Other • 1°
Total rss • 29 °
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Attitude Error Correction
The magnetic torquers of the attitude control system will be activated by
ground command whenever it is desired to correct the attitude error. For
radiometric measurements and attitude determination computations it is
desirable to maintain attitude within ±5 degrees of normal to the orbit plane.
The orbit position at which the maximum error occurred must be determined
to establish a magnetic torquing period which will correct the error. The
V-head horizon sensor measures roll angle in a local vertical system. In
order to correct this roll angle, a component of the earth's field must be in
the roll axis (x L axis of Figure 30). Thus if the maximum error is mea- T
sured at the number one position of Figure 30, the direction of the earths
field must be as indicated by B to correct the ¢ error. Since the field
components are continually varying, it is necessary to select a torquing pe-
riod which has the desired earth field component for the longest lengtl_ of
time. This minimizes the undesired cross coupling wlaich takes place.
To develop an insight into the torquing procedure to be used, con_[dvr
simple dipole for the magnetic field and assume that it is lying in the plane
of the orbit. An inclined orbit results in lesser magnitude of the components
in the x and z axes and nonzero value in the y .axis. The y-axis compon-
ents are not effective in generating torques which precess the spin axis. Con-
sider a coordinate system which is fixed inertially but follows the vehicle about
the earth as shown in Figure 31. The components of the field in the x I and
z I axis can be expressed as
Bxl = K1 sin 2Wot
- t + 0. 333)
Bzi K 1 (-cos 2_ °
For an altitude of 500 km K 1 _- 0. 375 gauss. These components _re p_c*_ted ==
a function of orbit position on Figure 32 starting at the magnetic equator.
If an attitude error exists such that a B x field componvnt is req,_ir_d Lo
=orrect it, the best torquing periods relative to the magnetic equator are
from
0° to 90 °
90° to 180 °
180 ° to 270 °
270 ° to 360 °
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¢ ,/A _ Desired field directions
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Figure 30. Field Direction to Correct Attitude Error
_ Direction of flight
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Figure 31. Inertial Coordinate System
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If an attitude error exists, such that a B field component is required to cor-
z
rect the error, the best torquing periods are from
36 ° to 144 °
144 ° to 2 16 °
216 ° to 324 °
324 ° to 36 °
Torquing over these periods would require a different torquing sequence than
established for B corrections. Further, to make corrections where some
component of both B x and B are required, the torquing period would havez
to be variable between the above two conditions. Also, if the 0 °to 90 ° torquing
period were chosen, it is noted that the torques due to the B field will cause
z
an angular error about the z axis. This cross coupling can be minimized by
torquing over 180 degrees. This means reversing the current through the
coil for the 90 ° to 180 ° period. Therefore, it is proposed to use the same two
quarter-orbit torquing sequence for all attitude corrections. The time at
which the torquing sequence is put into effect will be varied. This is the
method used by Tiros.
The time delay to be introduced is the time between transmission of the com-
mand and crossing the magnetic equator plus the time between starting the
torquing sequence and the crossing of the magnetic equator. The first time
interval is a function of the station used and the spacecraft orbit. The
second time interval is a function of attitude error. The total time delay
range is from 17 (a north pass over the station) to 43 minutes (a south pass
over the station).
The time delays which are selected by ground commands and the quarter-or-
bit torquing sequence are stored on-board the spacecraft. The desired range
of time delay can be achieved by using combinations of fixed time delays and
the time at which a command is made during the "in-sight" period. Consid-
ering an "in-sight" time of five minutes, only five fixed delays need to be
stored on board.
Errors in choice of the time delay will result in cross coupling and a slight
reduction of the desired correction. The errors which will result can be
determined by considering the average value of the B and B components
z I x
over the torquing periods. The average value of the constant pa_t of B
zI
will always be zero over two quarter-orbit periods, so it is only necessary to
consider the effects due to the sinusoids. If the time delay is in error by one
minute the cross axis error could be 0.66 degrees while torquing five de-
grees. The error in the torqued axis will probably be of the same magnitude
due to field variations, vehicle angular momentum, etc.
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Two torquing levels will be provided; a high level which will change the atti-
tude by five degrees in the two quarter orbit periods and low level which will
change the attitude by 2.5 degrees.
Spin Control
While in orbit the vehicle spin rate will decrease due to eddy currents
associated with rotation in the earth's magnetic field. The spin rate must
be maintained if attitude determination and radiometric measurements are
to be accomplished with minimum complexity.
It is proposed to maintain the spin rate within + 5 percent of the desired
three rpm. The spin rate correction is to be made at the same time as the
attitude error correction.
The spin rates of Tiros and Direct Measurement Explorer were controlled
magnetically. To accomplish this a coil is mounted in the spacecraft with its
plane coincident with the spin axis. The current through the coil must be
commutated at the spin frequency to accelerate or decelerate the vehicle.
For HDS, commutation can be accomplished using the V-head sensor and two
counters. This requires that the plane of the coil be mounted 68 degrees
from the line of sight of the V-head sensor. Whenever the V-head schooL'
goes from space to earth, the first current change occurs. The _o,,d _,_ -
rent reversal occurs when the clock has counted down a counter which has
previously been set for 1/2 spin cycle. The one counter counts the time
between space-to-earth transitions. This is divided by two and stored in the
second counter, which is then counted down to get the second point of
commutations.
The commutation is then accomplished whenever the plane of the coil coin-
cides with local vertical. The component of flux in local vertical is efI'ecUve
in producing a torque to accelerate the vehicle.
Field strength is a maximum in local vertical over the poles, so this is
selected as the most desirable period in the orbit for spin rate correction.
Since this is to be commanded from the College station, a number of
time delays must be provided to assure the proper torquing period. The
torquing period will be fixed relative to the magnetic equator with different
time delays between command and initiation necessary due to changing orbit
conditions.
In local vertical coordinates, the z component (the local vertical component)
reaches a maximum of 0.5 gauss. Torquing for an equal period (1/4 orbit
total) on either side of the maximum results in an average flux density of
approximately 0. 425 gauss. Because of orbit inclination and magnetic pole
inclination this is further reduced by the cosine 20 ° . Therefore an average
field strength of 0.4 gauss is used in establishing the coil size.
The spin increment to be made up on each correction is a maximum of five
percent or 0. 01575 rad/sec. The torque applied to the vehicle is a function
of the sine of the angle between the earth's field and that produced by the coil.
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This results in an average value of 0. 636, so the peak torque is found by
0°636T
_S = I t (36}
where
_0S
T
I
= Increment of spin velocity, radians/sec
= torque, ft-lbs
= inertia of spin axis, slug-ft 2
t = time, seconds
T = ('01575} (67.2) _ .00117 ft-lb
(.636} (1419}
The moment to be generated by the coil is
0.00117 = 29.3 x 10 -4 ft-lb
0.4 gauss
The plane of the coil must be mounted to be coincident with the spin axis and
68 degrees from the line of sight of the V-head sensor.
The coil which will produce the required moment is estimated to weigh three
pounds and to require 0, 5 watt of power. The dimensions of the coil are 24 x
44.5 inches. The cross section of the coil is less than 0.5 inch in diameter.
Further design effort may result in a more optimum power and/or weight.
Spin correction, as discussed above, consists of one torquing period for 1[4
orbit. Three commands to select the various time delays for the torquing
period are required. A polarity command is also required to decelerate the
spin rate, for instance after initial spin-up.
Ground Commands for Attitude Control
The following ground commands are required by the attitude control
subsystem :
Number of commands
• Attitude error correction
Select time delays
Select positive polarity
Select negative polarity
Select high torque level
Select low torque level
5
1
1
1
1
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Spin control
Select time delays
Select positive polarity
Select negative polarity
Residual compensation
Select positive polarity
Select negative polarity
Select torque level
Passive damper
On command
Off command
• Redundancy commands
Energize primary V-head sensor
Energize redundant V-head sensor
Energize primary logic
Energize redundant logic
It is assumed that the redundant units are placed on standby and will not be
energized until needed.
It may be necessary to increase the number of torque levels for residual com-
pensation if attitude determinaUon requirements so dictate. To reduce the
number of commands, the attitude control logic can incorporate a counter
which sets the required current level based on the number of pulses, commanded,
Likewise, the on-off commands can be one command which toggles a flip-flop
in the attitude control logic to provide the on-off function. The damper com-
mands may not be necessary if it can be determined that the damping torques
do not affect attitude determination.
Internal timing and command requirements. -- To provide for attitude
error correction and spin control, ground commands initiate a programmed
sequence. The sequence for attitude correction appears as
Tinge delay 23. 6
min 23.6
rain
8O
The sequence for spin control appears as
Time delay [- 23.6
F rain 1
The time delays for attitude correction are 19, 24, 29, 34, and 39 minutes,
and the time delays for spin correction are 30, 35, and 40 minutes.
The above sequences can be provided by the attitude control logic.
Test points. -- The following test points are suggested:
1. V-head sensor no. 1 output - on-off
2. V-head sensor no. 2 output - on-off
3. Attitude correction coil - measure plus or minus current level
4. Residual control coil - measure plus or minus current level
5. Spin control coil - measure plus or minus current level
6. Output of V-head sensor logic - This is the roll angle. This
should be monitored continuously for a ten minute period to
establish the coning angle. Thereafter, once per two minutes
is sufficient. This output will appear as a 10-bit word.
7. Damper on - on-off
8. Power on ACS - on-off
9. Redundant V-head sensor on - on-off
10. Redundant logic on - on-off
Reliability Analysis
A reliability block diagram showing the redundancy employed is shown in
Figure 33. The reliability for one year is calculated to be 0. 9945.
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
A simplified block diagram of the attitude control subsystem is shown in
Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Attitude Control Subsystem Block Diagram
The V-head sensor supplies signals which are processed by the logic and
control unit to give roll attitude error, cone angle, and spin rate commuta-
tion. Thus a failure of the V-head sensor can affect all three areas. Roll
attitude error and cone angle can also be determined from the attitude deter-
mination computation; however, a longer time is required to reduce the data.
Further, the attitude information from the V-head is used to supply initial
conditions for the attitude determination computation, if only one head of the
V-head is involved in the failure, the attitude error can be obtained if the
altitude of the spacecraft is known. More ground computation will be re-
quired to determine the attitude error. Control of the spin rate can be ac-
complished with one head.
As indicated in the reliability analysis, the V-head sensor has success prob-
ability of 0. 94. The probability can be increased to 0.998 for one year, by pro-
viding another sensor in standby redundancy. Redundancy therefore has been
provided for the V-head sensor.
The logic in the logic and control unit consists of the necessary counters and
gates to measure roll attitude and cone angle and provide for commutation of
the spin coil. Failure of the logic in any of these areas invalidates these
functions.
The coil driving electronics are also contained in the logic and control unit.
A failure in this control unit could result in an inability to open or close the
torquer coil circuit. An open circuit would result in no attitude correction,
and a closed circuit would result in continuous attitude changes of large mag-
nitudes.
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Either of these occurences would be obvious from a once per orbit look at
attitude, and a corrective command to transfer to the redundant control unit
would be made. The data from the next orbit or two after the failure was
diagnosed would be lost because of the necessity to recorrect the attitude.
The probability of a coil failure is very low. Failure of the coil will result
in a loss of torquing capability rather than a creation of a magnetic moment.
No redundancy has been supplied.
The failure probability of the passive damper is also very low. A failure of
the damper would prohibit reduction of the cone angle.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TRADEOFF STUDIES
Torque rs
An attitude control system is usually configured for control during the long-
term mission and, secondarily, for initial orientation or other gross man-
euvers. For the present concept of orientation of the HDS spacecraft, the
booster will perform a 90-degree maneuver to place the spin axis in the
desired orientation. Spin up of the spacecraft to three rpm + five percent
will be accomplished by a spin table on the Delta stage of the booster after
burn-out and injection. Therefore, the torquing system need only to be con-
figured for the long-term control.
The attitude control system will periodically correct the attitude when the
scan vector of the radiometer exceeds ±5 degrees centered on the orbit plane
and when the sun angle to the solar panel approaches 64 degrees. Control
may only be required once every five days. Basic attitude stability is
achieved by spinning the vehicle, so the source of control torque must be
suitable for controlling a spinning vehicle.
Sources of control torque which are usually considered for space vehicles
include:
• Momentum interchange
• Mass expulsion
• Use of ambient (gravity, magnetic, etc. )
Inertia wheels and control moment gyros work on the basic principle of mo-
mentum interchange between the wheels and vehicle to keep the total momen-
tum constant. They can be used to damp wobble or coning motion due to
initial rates in the transverse axes as welt as to provide control for attitude
correction. Rate sensors would be required to use them for damping of the
coning motion. To remove vehicle momentum in a transverse axis requires
that the wheel store that momentum. With momentum stored in the wheel, a
continual interchange in momentum is required between the two transverse
axes at the spin frequency which results in a continuous power consumption.
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If wheels were used, their spin axis would have to coincide with the transverse
axis, and the vehicle would be subject to gyroscopic cross coupling torques
while momentum was stored in the wheels. The HDS attitude determination
task requires knowledge of all torques acting on the vehicle, so this would
mean a further complication of the determination computation. If the wheels
were allowed to run down to eliminate the gyroscopic torques, the momentum
storage would be lost and attitude error would exist. It appears that contin-
uous control or torquing is necessary to hold attitude. This would require
more complex sensors because a V-head horizon sensor does not provide
continuous attitude error information in two axes.
If a control moment gyro were used, its spin axis would coincide with the
vehicle spin axis. Controlling attitude and coning motions consists of torqu-
ing the gyro spin axis away from the vehicle spin axis. This would result in
variation of the vehicle spin rate. The gyro wheel would have to be kept run-
ning during attitude determination periods. Starting and stopping the gyro
wheel before and after correction periods would cause large perturbations in
the vehicle spin rate.
Both the inertia wheels and control moment gyro will become saturated during
control cycles because of secular disturbance torques. Another torque sys-
tem is required to unload them and restore their effectiveness This system
could be a reaction jet or a magnetic torquing system.
The use of wheels or control moment gyros is not considered suitable for the
HDS vehicle because of the complexities required for control. Also, with the
constant interchange of momentum, wear on the moving parts may limit useful
life. An additional control torquing system is required to unload the wheels.
Assuming that there are no requirements for orientation maneuvers, this re-
quires the same impulse for unloading the wheels as for controlling the vehicle
directly with the unloading torque system.
Reaction jets provide a means of quickly correcting attitude errors; however,
a control system must be provided which pulses the jets at the proper time
during the spin cycle. The V-head horizon sensor can provide this informa-
tion, but correction must be limited to periods when the V-head can measure
an error. If the jet thrust is large, the pulsing will generate a cone angle
which must be damped. The reaction jet system has moving parts,and a
slight leak will apply an unknown torque to the vehicle which could make atti-
tude determination impossible. Further, with depletion of the gas supply,
mass shifts will occur which cause changes in the vehicle inertias. This also
affects attitude determination. It is estimated that a cold gas reaction jet
system to supply the impulse for the HDSvehicle would weigh 25 pounds. This
weight estimate provides for a 100 percent contingency for a one-year mission.
A magnetic torquing system has no moving parts, and a simple on-board mech-
anization may be realized if ground commands can be used. The torques pro-
duced are small; therefore, the coning motion produced will be small. The
torquing periods will have to be selected relative to the proper earth's mag-
netic field direction. Correction of an attitude error of five degrees will re-
quire one-half orbit. The torquing period consists of one-quarter orbit with
one polarity and the next quarter orbit with the opposite polarity. This is the
concept used on Tiros.
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The magnetic torquing system can also be used to compensate the residual
dipole of the spacecraft and thus reduce the attitude drift. It can also provide
a compensation for the orbital regression which results in a yaw error of
approximately one degree per day.
The magnetic torquing system is recommended for the HDSvehicle because
• It is a simple mechanization and has no moving parts.
It does not introduce unwanted torques during attitude
deter mination.
O It provides a compensation which extends the attitude
de termination periods.
The same torque sources as discussed above can be used to provide the nec-
essary control of the spin rate. The same basic rationale as discussed above
for the momentum interchange devices also applies to the spin-control system.
It is expected that correction of the spin rate will be required less than once
per five days.
A reaction-jet system could quickly increase or decrease the spin rate by
firing a jet for a period of time. The total impulse with 100 percent contin-
gency for a year is 150 ft [b-sec, andacold gas system to supply this impulse
would probably weigh less than six pounds. A strong disadvantage to this
technique is if one of the jets developed a small leak, the spin rate would be
constantly changing, making attitude determination impossible.
The spin rate can also be updated magnetically. This requires a coil whose
plane is oriented to contain the spin axis. Current through the coil must be
reversed every one-half revolution to yield an average torque. By orienting
this coil properly with the optical axis of the V-head sensor, this switching
can be accomplished. The coil will weigh less than three pounds. As a
result of the above discussion it is recommended that a magnetic torquing
system also be used for spin control.
It is proposed to use air-core torquing coils rather than iron-core coils.
The iron-core coil in an off condition will have a residual field whereas the
air core will not. Also, an iron-core coil, if used for spin control, would
tend to decrease spin rate due to hysteresis losses as the spacecraft is
spinning in the earth's field.
Sensors
Although the vehicle is spin stabilized, it will be forced from the desired atti-
tude by the disturbance torques, and periodic correction will be required. An
attitude sensor is required to measure the attitude error of the spin axis.
Among the attitude sensors normally considered for spacecraft are
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• Star trackers.
• Gyros.
• Sun sensors.
• Horizon sensors.
The HDS satellite will be in a sun-synchronous, circular orbit about the earth.
Over a period of one year the spacecraft will turn through 360 degrees rela-
tive to the stars. Therefore, many different stars would have to be used as
reference by a star tracker. A large field of view or gimbals would be re-
quired to measure attitude errors to five degrees, and, since the vehicle is
spinning at three rpm, the tracker would have to be designed to track at this
rate. Complicated signal processing would be required to compute the attitude
error. The angle measured is the angle between the spin axis and the line of
sight to the star. Additional information is needed to determine the angular
error relative to a coordinate system.
Gyros, because of drift, will only provide an accurate measurement for a
short period of time. The gyro drift would have to be corrected or updated by
the use of another sensor. This sensor can just as well be used as the pri-
mary sensor for measuring attitude error. Because the vehicle is spinning,
computation of attitude error from gyros is complex.
The sun is an ideal reference for use in measuring attitude with an optical in-
strument. A sun sensor mounted on the spin axis would measure the same
angle as the star tracker, but with reference to the sun. For complete def-
inition of the attitude error an additional reference is required, such as local
vertical as measured by a simple horizon sensor (one half of a V-head sensor}.
Since the orbit is sun synchronous, the line of sight to the sun does not change
through 360 degrees as would a star reference; however, there is sun-angle
variation due to seasonal variation and precessional variation. This is shown
on Figure 35. The variation takes place about a nominal 45 degrees and
varies from 31 to 65 degrees. This variation must be taken into account on
the computation of the attitude error.
The sun sensor could be a simple device: a simple mechanization can be ob-
tained by using two slits perpendicular to the spin axis. The time between
sun passage over the slits is an indication of the angle between the spin axis
and the sun line. This requires an accurate knowledge of the spin rate, which
could be measured by noting the time between sun illumination of a given slit.
Because of the occult periods which occur every orbit, the sun sensor could
not provide continuous information.
Tiros used a digital, solar aspect indicator which provided a digital readout
of the angle between the sun vector and the spin vector. This sensor was
useful during initial days of the orbit when a large attitude maneuver was re-
quired. The resolution of this sensor was one degree.
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For any earth-oriented satellite the horizon sensor provides the most direct
method of establishing the satellite's attitude. Two basic types of horizon
sensors are the scanning type and the radiometeric balance type. The scan-
ning type has a moving line of sight which intercepts the earth. The time that
the scanner sees the earth provides basic information for determining attitude.
The radiometric type has dual detectors which look at opposite horizons.
When balance is obtained between the two detectors, local vertical is indicated.
Since the HDS satellite is spinning, a simple horizon sensor without moving
parts can be used. It consists of two sensors looking out at equal angles from
the spin plane of the vehicle. When each head or sensor intercepts the earth
for equal periods of time, the spin plane coincides with local vertical, or the
spin axis is in the local horizontal plane. If the vehicle spin axis is tipped
with respect to the horizontal plane, the periods that the two sensors see are
different and the roll angle can be determined. The V-head sensor provides
attitude error information in one axis only as is illustrated in Figure 36. For
satellites such as the HDS, where corrections are not required on a contin-
uous basis, this is not a problem. For a spinning vehicle the spin axis is
inertial (except for small drift due to disturbance torques); therefore; the
angle that the spin axis makes with local vertical is constantly changing as a
function of orbit position. It is necessary only to monitor the output of the
V-head sensor for a period of time to determine spin axis attitude by curve
fitting. On Tiros, ten minutes of observation allowed the ground personnel
to determine attitude of the spin axis.
The attitude measurement accuracy required for HDS has been specified as
0.5 degree. This accuracy can readily be achieved by sensors which are
designed to operate in the 14- to 16-micron, CO 2 band. An error analysis
presented later in this report shows an rss error of 0.29 degree (ref. 5).
Tracking in this band will require somewhat larger optics than units tracking
a wider band.
The V-head sensor can provide attitude information whether in sunlight or
darkness,and the measurements are relatively independent of spin rate. The
horizon sensor can also provide local vertical indication in the spin plane by
dividing pulse length in half. This can easily be accomplished by a shift
command on a counter.
The V-head infrared horizon sensor is recommended for attitude measure-
ment over the sun sensor because
• It provides attitude information during occult periods.
It measures attitude directly related to the earth reference
over the entire mission period. The sun reference is changing
because of seasonal and precessional variations.
• It is not as sensitive to spin rate as the sun sensor.
• Computation is less complex.
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Cone-Angle Damper
The first function of the attitude control system after the spacecraft is sepa-
rated from the booster is to reduce the cone angle. With the present spin rate
of three rpm and a s_oinaxis inertia of 65.5 slug-ft2 and transverse axis in-
ertia of 54.6 slug-ft , a three degree per second tip-off rate results in a half-
cone angle of eight degrees. This must be reduced before attitude control
measurements can be made for adjusting attitude normal to the orbit plane.
For operation of the experiments the half-cone angle must be reduced to
approximately 0.5 degree. This results in a rate about the transverse axis
of 0.0033 rad[sec (0. 189degree[see). Accomplishment of this damping
function by some passive means is preferred. Further, once the cone angle
is reduced, the damping mechanism must be deactivated so that additional
torques will not be introduced on the spacecraft. The alternative to deactiv-
ating the damper is to include the equations of its motion in the attitude deter-
mination computations. This is a very desirable alternate but the demon-
stration of its feasibility is beyond the scope of the present study effort.
Configurations. -- A brief of literature on passive dampers shows that a
multitude of damper configurations exist.
The mercury ring damper has been used successfully on a number of space-
craft beginning with Pioneer I in 1958. This configuration consists of one or
more circular channels attached about the axis of the spacecraft. Each chan-
nel is filled with enough mercury to form a complete ring when the spacecraft
is spinning without coning motion. Coning motion perturbs this condition
causing the mercury to be displaced. The displacement results in a dissipa-
tion of energy due to friction of the mercury with the tube.
A pendulum damper was used on Explorer 17. An analysis of a pendulum
damper can be found in reference 6. This reference describes a damper
consisting of four small pendulums attached to the main body and free t-o move
in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis. The pivot point of the pendulum is
attached to the satellite above the center of mass and at some distance from
the spin axis. The viscous friction in the pivot points causes the precession
energy to be dissipated. Damping can be accomplished with one or two pendu-
lums.
A single pendulum damper is described in reference 7. It consists of a
spherical pendulum located parallel to the spin axis. The pendulum is sup-
ported in some viscoelastic material. It is possible to tune the damper to
the body precession frequency, thus making the damper more effective.
Damping on the Tiros satellites has been accomplished by a tuned energy
absorbing mass. It consists of a sliding weight on a slightly curved track.
The precession motion of the satellite caused the weights to move back and
forth on the track with a resultant dissipation in energy. It is understood that
future Tiros or ESSA satellites will use a fluid damper.
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The Direct Measurement Explorer A (DME-A) used a ball in tube damper
(ref. 8). Eddy currents generated in the copper balls provide viscous fric-
tion. The curved tubes are mounted in a plane perpendicular to the spin axis
and above the center of mass. Permanent magnets attached to the tube create
high local fields, and direction of magnetization is reversed from section to
section such that the net dipole of each tube remains small. The attitude of
the DME-A satellite is magnetically controlled.
Telstar uses a ball in gas filled tubes (ref. 9). The tubes have some curva-
ture to drive the bails to the middle of the tube when no coning exists. The
tubes are mounted on opposite sides of the vehicle and lie in the plane con-
raining the spin axis. Precession forces the balls to move, creating viscous
friction between the bails and the gas and static friction between the balls and
the tubes. The precession energy is dissipated into heat through the resist-
ance to the motion of the balls.
The ball in tube is really a pendulum. This is shown by the linearized equa-
tions developed in reference 9. Neglecting roiling friction, the equation of
motion has the following form:
_" + 2n& + P2a = q cos _t (37)
The term fl is the body precession rate.
This is similar to a pendulum which is subjected to an impressed harmonic
force. As energy is being dissipated the value of a become less.
\
Damper for HDS. -- The successful use of passive dampers in many satel-
lites indicates that coning can be reduced. Results have shown that damping can
be accomplished quickly. Design of the damper involves choice of a damping
medium, weight of pendulum mass, and tuning to the precession frequency.
Packaging constraints of the HDS vehicle must also be considered.
One basic constraint required of the passive damper for HDS is that it must
be inoperative during attitude determination and data taking periods. This
restricts the design somewhat, in that a locking mechanism must be included
to hold the damper inactive. This constraint eliminates the fluid in a tube
configuration. The ball in a gas-filled tube also appears to be eliminated,
unless the ball could be held by a magnetic field. A magnetically damped ball
in a tube could be used. The ball could be held in position by a soft-faced
plunger activated by a solenoid. A pendulum internal to the satellite structure
could easily be caged or held.
To get some idea of the design parameters required of a damper for HDS, the
equation for characteristic time as derived for a tuned damper in reference 9
was evaluated. The equation is
2c I (k - 1)
= s (38)
_ P m2b 2 k 2 _o 2 (2 - k) 2
S
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where
Tp =
C =
I =
S
k =
time constant, sec
damping coefficient, Ib -se--_c = O. 00439ft
spin axis inertia, slug-ft 2 = 65.5
ratio of spin inertia to transverse inertia =1.2
m = mass of both balls, slugs = 0.0328
b = distance tubes are located from spin axis, ft = 1
cos spin velocity, rad/sec = 0. 315
This equation assumes there is no rolling friction and is satisfactory for cone
angles greater than one degree. A ball diameter of 1.21 inches was assumed.
The time constant resulting from the numbers used was 1170 seconds. One
orbit (5670 seconds) has been allowed for damping in the operational plan.
In order to damp to a 0.5 degree cone angle, the damper must have a rolling
friction of less than 3.4 x 10-6 lb. The Telstar configuration showed a rolling
friction of 0. 0002 lb (ref. 9). The Telstar satellite was rotating at a much
higher velocity so the normal acceleration on the balls was much greater than
for HDS. Considering rolling friction to be proportional to the force between
the ball and the tube, the friction for HDS would be 0.8 x 10-6 lb. The DME-A
configuration has a rolling friction of 0.11 x 10-6 lb (ref. 8). These values
are less than the required value (3.4 x 10-6 lb) to damp to 0.5 degree cone
angle. It appears feasible to damp to 0.5 degree.
On-Board Control Versus Ground Command Control
Present requiements on the attitude control subsystem do not allow any control
torques to be applied during attitude determination. Attitude errors are not to
be corrected until the error exceeds five degrees. Present estimates indicate
that this may be once every five days.
The horizon sensor used on HDS measures one angle, the spin axis relation-
ship to the local horizontal plane. Because of the inertial properties of a
spinning vehicle, this angle varies as a sine function with respect to orbit
position. Thus, the maximum error can only be detected twice per orbit.
The output of the horizon sensor will be monitored continually whether the
control is on-board or through ground commands. A decision will be made
on the ground when attitude error is to be corrected.
Magnetic torquing will provide torques for correcting the attitude error.
Certain field conditions must be met if the desired attitude correction is to
be made. Figure 37 shows the magnetic field relationships to the angle as
measured by the V-head sensor. This figure shows the local vertical
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coordinate system as it is rotated about the earth and the direction of the
magnetic field at various points in the orbit. The vector representing field
direction must be coincident with the vector representing the desired attitude
correction in order to correct attitude. A ¢ error over the magnetic pole
cannot be corrected over the poles or the magnetic equator; it must be cor-
rected between these two points. A ¢ error over the magnetic equator can
be corrected while over the equator or the pole; however, it can only be
measured over the equator.
Thus, to provide the desired control requires knowledge of the error, where
it occurred, and knowledge of the field directions throughout the orbit so the
proper torquing period can be selected.
A complicated change takes place in the magnitude and direction of the earth's
magnetic field not only within an orbit but from orbit to orbit. Knowledge of
this field direction is required. For on-ground determination, the field can
be computed by computer and interpreted on the ground. If control were to
be accomplished on-board the spacecraft, this comoutation would have to be
done by a computer on-board or have an ephemeris of the field stored on-
board. An alternate method would be the use of magnetometers to measure
components of the field in all three axes. The magnetometers would have to
be located far enough from the torquer coils so that their outputs would not be
significantly affected by the magnetic field of the coil.
Additional logic and/or computers would be required to mechanize the control
law for the attitude correction. Since the V-head sensor does not provide
continuous information of the error to be corrected, the error must also be
stored in the computer.
Since it is anticipated that attitude error corrections will only occur once per
five days, the much greater complexity of an on-board control system is not
warranted.
C ONC LUSIONS AND REC OMMENDA TIONS
C ONC LUSIONS
The Conceptual Mechanization Studies for a Horizon Definition Spacecraft
Attitude Control Subsystem has ascertained the following:
A magnetic, torqued ground-commanded attitude control
subsystem is feasible for the HDS spacecraft and should
be used.
• Vehicle is stable about the maximum moment of inertia.
For the HDS spacecraft the longitudinal axis must have an
I
inertia greater than the transverse axes, -7 _ > 1.
-t
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Computation of the inertia indicates that an inertia ratio
of 1.2 can be obtained. Analysis has shown that the vehicle
is stable for r = 1.2.
Tip-off rates require that a cone-angle damper be supplied
to reduce eight degrees of half cone initially. The opera-
tional plan provides for two orbits of damping prior to
performing mission.
The symmetric body model is adequate for attitude control
when the asymmetry is less than three percent.
The attitude prediction model must include asymmetry.
The complex motion due to asymmetry can be minimized
by maintaining small asymmetry and cone angle.
The major environmental torques for the HDS spacecraft
are the residual magnetic-moment torque and the eddy-
current torque.
The solar pressure and aerodynamic torque are the next
most significant.
A spin rate of three rpm was selected because of the mini-
mum composite effect of the residual magnetic moment
and eddy-current torque on the pointing vector prediction.
Additionally, the lower spin rate increases the energy
received by the radiometer on each interception of the
horizon.
Spin rate need be updated only once every 125 orbits to keep
spin rate within five percent of nominal.
Attitude correction due to spin-axis precession needs updating
once per 55 orbits if the residual moment is not compensated.
With compensation for residual moment and orbit regression,
the update period can possibly be extended to 300 orbits.
Magnetic torques cause no significant increase in cone angle
over a period of four orbits.
Damping to a half-cone angle of 0.5 degree is feasible.
V-head horizon sensor attitude measurement accuracy
is +0.29 degree employing the 14- to 16-micron CO2
energy band and a simple horizon locator (50 percent
normalized radiance).
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REC OMMENDA TIONS
From the analyses performed the following recommendation are made:
As the design becomes better defined, further analyses
are required to determine the exact effect of the radiometer
calibration mechanism on the vehicle's motion.
Further analyses must be conducted to determine the effects
of the me teoroid impacts.
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A PPENDIX A
MODEL OF ENVIRONMENTAL TORQUES
SOLAR PRESSURE DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Interplanetary radiation originates primarily from our own solar system.
Compared to solar radiation, galactic radiation contributes little to the total
radiation pressure exerted on a unit area of a spacecraft.
Solar radiation is further divided into electromagnetic radiation and particle
radiation. Electromagnetic radiation consists of quanta called photons which
propagate in waveforms having wavelengths in the continuous spectrum.
Photons have zero rest mass, no electrical charge, and no magnetic moment,
but they do possess energy resulting in a force producing a pressure termed
"light pressure". Particle radiation, however, consists of electrons, pro-
tons, neutrons, alpha and beta particle plasma, and many other subparticles.
These particles, which have a rest mass, are expelledfrom the sun at veloc-
ities of from 400 to 1500 km per second. This particle radiation which
sweeps throughout interplanetary space is termed "solar wind".
Electromagnetic Radiation
The intensity of electromagnetic radiation is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance to the sun. About 99 percent of this solar energy is
concentrated in the narrow range from 3000 to 4000 angstroms (ref. 10), with
the remaining one percent distributed in the ultraviolet, infrared, and radio
frequencies. The rate at which solar electromagnetic radiation is received
outside the earth's atmosphere, on a unit surface normal to the incident radi-
ation and at a distance of one astronomical unit from the sun, is catted the
solar constant. This quantity which produces "light pressure" is virtually
unchanged with high solar activity. The solar constant has the value of 1396
watts/meter2 and is uncertain to ±1 percent due to gradual long-term varia-
tions and instrument measurement error. Dividing the solar constant by the
speed of light and converting the units produces the quantity of solar light
pressure exerted on a unit area.
(1394 W) ( hp )(550 ft-lb-sec -1) (10 -4 m 2) (2.54 cm) 2 (144 in. 2)
P = ( m 2 ) (746 W )( hp ) ( cm 2 ) ( in.2 ) ( ft 2 )
0. 83514 x 10 -_ t___t_t
sec
P = 0.970814 x 10 -7 lb/ft 2
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Par tical Radiation
The solar atmosphere is composed primarily of ionized particles that flow
continuously outward from the sun. This flow which represents an expansion
of the solar corona is called the "solar wind". The corona is composed pri-
marily of hydrogen; hence, the solar wind consists primarily of highly ionized
hydrogen particles (electrons and protons). Since the mass of the proton is
1837 times the mass of the electron, the energy of the solar wind can be deter-
mined from the particle energy of the proton alone, which is about one keV
during quiet sun periods.
The mass of a proton (ref. 11) is given as
M = 1.67 x 10 -24 g
During quiet sun periods, the solar wind particles at one astronomical unit
are traveling at a velocity of about 400 kilometers per second with a density
of about 10 particles per cubic centimeter {ref. 10).
P = M NV 2 cos e {A1)
where
M = particle mass
N = particle density
V = particle velocity
0 = particle incident angle
A surface exposed 90 ° to the solar wind will have a zero incident angle.
this case:
P = MNV 2
P = (1.67 x 10 -24 g) 4 107
/
-10 gP = 267.2 x 10
2
cm-sec
2
In
Converting the units:
p = ( o7.2xlo-lo /Idyoe l xlo-Sne.ton)(L, ) 9 9:o3co)
cm-sec2/\gZ-_sec ] dyne 4.448222newton _ ft 2
P = 5.581x 10 "11 lb
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which is the quiet sun-particle pressure.
During active sun periods, however, the solar pressure due to particle radia-
tion is greatly magnified. Solar flares cause a rapid expansion of the corona,
producing an increase in the velocity and density of the solar plasma.
Solar flares vary in magnitude and brightness and are classified according to
their area (percent of solar disk involved). Observations have shown that the
frequency and duration of solar flares vary as a function of their class (ref. 12).
Small flares (class i) occur every few hours and have duratiohs of about 10 to
40 minutes.
Conversely, the large flares (class 3 and class 3+) occur more rarely but
have longer durations. As many as six or seven class 3+ flares with mean
durations of about three hours may be expected in one year during the active
portion of the eleven-year solar cycle.
As a result of a class 3+ flare, the solar plasma velocity may increase to
about 1500 kilometers per second with particle density increasing to as high
as 100 particles per cubic centimeter (ref. 's 10 and 13). During this brief
period, the solar particle radiation pressure increases as follows:
p = MNV 2 (00 i(i0-24 c__m___mP = 1.67 x g _ 15 x 107 sec
cm !
= 10 -10 gP 37575.0 x 2
cm-sec
Converting the units:
P
- 9 lbf
= 7. 848 x 10
which is the particle radiation pressure during a class 3+ flare.
Solar Pressure Coefficient
Based upon the foregoing analysis, the particle radiation pressure, even
during a large flare, is more than an order of magnitude less than the elec-
tromagnetic radiation pressure. Therefore, particle radiation pressure may
be neglec ted.
In developing the solar pressure disturbance torque model, a constant pressure
10 -7 lbftft 2 may be used for a surface normal to the sun-line with noof 1 X
variation due to solar activity.
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The vehicle model considered in this study consists of a right hexagonal
cylinder as the basic spacecraft with six rectangular solar panels attached to
the spacecraft to form a "hat" configuration. This configuration is illus-
trated in Figure AI.
The spacecraft body area is determined by the projection of the hexagonal
surfaces and reduced by the solar panel shadowing. Figure A2 shows a 45 °
sun-line projection and the shadowing that results for one rotational
orientation.
The solar pressure can be represented in an inertial frame by three direc-
tion cosines (i I, JI' kI)" Let S o represent the magnitude of the pressure -
lb/ft 2. Then, by successive transformation to a set of coordinates in the
vehicle body, _ the solar pressure magnitude and direction can be repre-
sented in body axes. The surfaces of the vehicle which will be exposed to the
sun are identified and represented by a direction and a magnitude. Also, a
moment arm is identified with each surface. The magnitude of the force on
each identified surface is obtained by _._. where _ is the solar pressure in
1
body coordinate and A. is the surface in body coordinate. The direction of1
the force in body coordinates is parallel to the direction of the solar pres-
sure vector.
Let the direction of the solar pressure be represented by a unit vector in
inertial space (i I, JI' kI)" The components in body coordinates are:
The C and E
1E
JE
k E
transformations
I I
= CE" JI
k I
-- m
are given as follow s:
(A2)
rcos_3cos¢ 1 - sine 1sine2sine3)(sinelc°s¢3 + c°s¢lsin¢2sin¢3)('sin¢3c°s¢2}_
C(e 1, e2, e3) =l(-sinel cose2) (COSel cose2) sine 2 ]
sine3cose 1 + sinelsine2cose3)(sine3sinel-COSelsine2cose3)(cose2cose3)J
(A3)
and
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Figure A2. Vehicle Projection at 45 ° Sun-line
_cosScos_- sin_sin# sinS) (sin_cose + cos_sin0 sinS)(-sinecos#)l
E(_0 ¢, e) = I (-sin_cos0) (cos g] cos 0 ) sin ¢ I(A4)I
Dsin @ cos _ + sin _sin 0 cos @)(sin 8 sin _ - cos _sin _ cos 8) (cos _b cos 8)
Working with iE, JE' kE'
r E
the solar pressure torque is found to be
Iso xA10
L_So
(A5)
where
A = 55.5 ft 2
Y
A = 3.12 ft 2
x
6x = 2.25 ft
/_y = 1. 57 ft
and
S
O
= 1 X 10 -7 lb/ft 2, assuming a completely absorbing surface.
Ther_
Tx =0.8 X 10-5 JE'kE
= 0
Y
Tz = -0.8x 10-5iE JE
The solar torque was also determined for solar aspect angles of 30 to 65
degrees. The results are shown in Figure A3. The maximum value occurs
at 45 degrees. This is the value which has been used in the computer
program.
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AERODYNAMIC DISTURBANCE TORQUE
i ii
The magnitude of the aerodynamic torque on the HDS vehicle depends upon
orbit altitude, vehicle orientation, and surface reflection coefficients. The
vehicle "hat" configuration, consisting of a right hexagonal cylinder with six
rectangular solar panels is shown in Figure A1. Since the vehicle spin axis
is nominally normal to the orbit plane, the direction of the relative wind will
be nominally perpendicular to the body y axis.
Assuming free molecular flow, the drag coefficient C D, can be set equal to
2.0 and the normal and tangential stresses on the various vehicle flat sur-
faces are given as follows:
Pressure normal to a surface:
2 (A6)
PN = C D (2-_) q sin
Pressure tangential to a surface:
where
PT = C D aq sin _ cos /3 (AT}
C D = aerodynamic drag coefficient
= surface reflection coefficient
q = dynamic pressure
= yaw angle of attack
In this study, a drag coefficient of 2.0 and a dynamic pressure value of
2 x 10 -7 will be used. The nature of the surface material to transfer momen-
tum from a molecule of atmosphere to the spacecraft strongly influences the
value of c_ In these preliminary studies, a value of 0.8 will be used for o.
Parametric curves are generated in which the angle of attack _ is varied.
Using these values, the pressure equations reduce to
PN = 4.8 x 10 -7 sin 2 _ (A6a}
and
PT = 3.2 x 10 -7 sin _ cos /3 (A7a)
The torque about the vehicle center of gravity is obtained by multiplying these
pressure values by the area and moment arm of each surface. Also, the
angle of attack _ is the yaw angle error between the vehicle y axis and the
normal to the orbit plane in the local geocentric coordinate system.
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At a zero angle of attack, which is the control null condition, there is no
aerodynamic disturbing torque due to vehicle symmetry. This assumes that
the solar panels are very thin structures and, hence, present a negligible area
to the relative wind. However, as the angle of attack increases, an aero-
dynamic torque on the vehicle is experienced.
If it is assumed that the center of gravity of the vehicle is coincident with the
geometric center, the normal force component on each exposed surface
passes through the vehicle center of gravity. In this case there is a zero
moment arm and no torque results. However, the tangential component on
each surface produces a force which does not pass through the center of
gravity and hence, a component of torque results.
For positive values of fl (see Figure A4), the tangential torque equation is
developed with FYE > 0 and conversely for negative values of fl as shown in
Figure A5.
Aerodynamic torque is derived in the same manner as solar pressure. The
aerodynamic pressure is represented in experiment axes by three transfor-
mations from local vertical. The surfaces of the spacecraft presented to the
aerodynamic pressure are dependent upon whether the aerodynamic pressure
is positive or negative along the body y axis (see Figures A4 and A5).
Therefore, two equations are required to represent the aerodynamic torque.
The form of the equations are shown in (A8) and (A9).
If F- _ 0
YE
TE
['[/z ).]o y A JE% _' A'
L-'n= 1 zn yn JE j
= F° _;. JEJE *:,_ -¢ A' ,Ek_
=I --JE xl" xl
gs A JEJE ¢" A" A tXFI - _- " .
1 yn yn _'xl xl 1EJE
d
(A8)
where F ° is the aerodynamic pressure, lb/ft 2, and 6xn' 6yn' and _zn are the
component moment arms of each surface Ay n and Axn. The coefficients
for the above equations were calculated, and the equations are summarized:
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Aerodynamic
)ressure
Direction of travel
xE/
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YE
,°
Fy E _0
Figure A4. Aerodynamic Projections for Positive B
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xE
Direction of travel
YE
\
Fy E >0
Figure A5. Aerodynamic Projections for Negative
I12
I.fF > 0
YE
_E =
Tx = 2. 8064 x 10 -5 JE kE ft-lb
_y = 0
Tz = -8.4224 x 10 -5 iEjE ft-lb
F° 4Yn AY n JEkE - /'zn Ayn JE j
Fo _zn A ] JEJE - _'xn Ay - tx I Ax 1
"n= 1 yn, kEJ E iEk E
F gxn Ayr_ JEJE - ' _ _'yn Ayn + _xl Axl iEJE
(ABa)
(A9)
Calculating the coefficients, the torques are
X
Ty =
T z =
1. 0061x 10 -5 JE RE
-8. 102 x 10 -6 JE kE
-6
8. 102 x 10
The transformations are
JEJ]_ - 1.9389x 10 -5 "1E JE
where
L --
-sin
cos fl
0
7 o 7
' 1JE I= CEL -1
o
J[1o0 • 0 cos i0 sin i
p d
h
= CE J1
Ic°s _v (t-to) ta_(t-t°)
0
-sin • in {a (t-t o) cos{av(t-t o)
cos. 0
(A9a)
(A9b)
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 °ssttosincosicostto]in _sin_ (t-t°) - cos flcosicos wv(t-t )= 0
- sin i cos _v (t-to)
and
E = Euler transformation from inertial to body principal
C = Euler angle transformation matrix from body principal
axes to body experiment axes
t = initial time
o
0 = longitude of the ascending node
i = orbit inclination
¢0 = orbit rate
To express the torque in body principal axes, the torques are transformed
from experimental axes to the body principal axes by the inverse C trans-
formation
-I
_B = C VE (AIO)
GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUE
A gravity-gradient torque on the vehicle is due to the variation of earth's
gravity field with altitude. This torque is a function of mass distribution,
inertia ratios, and orientation relative to the gravity gradient. If the mass
of the vehicle is symmetrically distributed about the vehicle center of gravity
such that the inertias are identical or if the orientation of the principal axes
is coincident with the local vertical coordinate system, no torque will result.
However, as the HDS vehicle with an inertia ratio of greater than one assumes
an attitude error in roll or yaw, a proportionate gravity-gradient torque will
result. This torque is given by the expression
3G
Tg = _ (I s -_ It) sin 2k (All)
where
G = gravitational constant, 1.408159 x 10-6ft3/sec 2
R = distance from center of eart h to spacecraft, feet
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I
s
It
k
= moment of inertia about principal spin axis, slugs-ft 2
= moment of inertia about principal lateral axis, slugs-ft 2
= angle between principal axes and local vertical coordinates
At the altitude of 270 nautical miles, the orbit radius is given by
R = (270) (6080) + 20 909 200
R = 22 550 800 feet
The torque about the x N axis is given by
3G
TXN R3 (Iy - Iz) sin k cos k (Alla)
To relate the angle k to the Euler angles ¢ and _, the following substitu-
tion is made
sin k = sin$cos
cos k = cos ¢
With this substitution, the torque about the x L axis in terms of
given as
¢ and _ is
= 3G
TXN R3 (Iy - I x ) sin¢cos _pcos ¢ (Allb)
The transformation from torque about the x N axis to torque about the x B and
z B axes is made through a transformation matrix internally programmed in
the computer simulation.
METEOROID DISTURBANCE TORQUE
This section provides a description of the meteoroid environment encountered
by the earth and its satellites and a definition of the meteoroid torque equa-
tions to be used in the HDS disturbance torque model.
This analysis is based upon a review of the current literature concerning
satellite measurement of the meteoroid environment and a study of the hyper-
velocity impact phenomenon.
Initially, it is important to distinguish the word meteoroid from meteor or
meteorite. Meteoroids are restricted to particles or debris travelling in
space. Meteors designate the luminous phenomena associated with meteor-
oids as they enter the earth's atmosphere. A meteorite denotes a meteoroid
which has been found on the earth's surface. The scientific investigation of
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meteoroids is confined to masses ranging from perhaps 10 gram to about
i00 grams. In size, they vary down to perhaps 1 or 2 _ in diameter. When
the dimensions of meteoroids reach this limiting order, the large increase
in the ratio of particle area to its mass results in the dominance of solar
light pressure effect over solar gravitational force. These tiny particles are
driven away from the sun by the radiation pressure, and little or no data is
available concerning them.
Origin and Composition of Meteoroids
Meteoroids are generally classified into two groups which are defined by their
origin; asteroidal or cometary. A third possible existing group, constituting
a very small percent of the meteoroid distribution, is that of interstellar
debris.
The asteroidal particles represent less than i0 percent of the total influx of
particles entering the earth's atmosphere. They originate in the asteroidal
belt which astronomers believe to have resulted from the fragmentation of a
planet into smaller bodies, the asteroids. Iron, nickel, and various stony
materials in varying amounts make up the composition of these bodies. The
particle densities of of the order of 3.5 g/cm 3.
The cometary particles represent some 90 percent or greater of the total in-
flux of particles. Their porous nature, low density (0.03 to 0.05 g/cm3),
and frangible characteristics, favor the production of a flaring meteor.
(See ref. 14.)
Meteoroid Stream s
Nearly 70 percent of all incoming meteors are generally classified as belong-
ing to streams in some conic path about the sun. These streams are either
narrow with closely packed particles, or very broad in extent with widely
separated particles. Of the total incoming flux, about 30 percent is associated
with particular streams, e.g., the Leonids; the remainder is referred to as
sporadic. Present-day cla_sificatiun dcocribes all meteoroids as belonging
to streams; however, the streams arc classed as periodic or sporadic (see
ref. 15).
Tables and graphs describing meteoroid flux per square unit per unit time
represent statistical averages over long periods. The meteoroid flux rate
is never constant - even after correction for the observed effects of large-
particle showers. The variation in flux rate is one or two orders of magni-
tude with periods of low or high flux measurements of a few days duration.
Certain of these variations are due to known meteor showers and cause
annual variations. Random variatiuns also exist with periods of a few days,
and can be dealt _vith _l_iy o,1 a statistical basis. Hence, shortlived satellites
or rockets may give meteoroid flux measurements very different from the
average. Therefore, meteoroid interception by impact sensors is dependent
upon both the probability of intercepting a meteoroid stream of known average
density and the probability of encountering a given flux intensity during the
sampling period.
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Meteor data is made up of two components, sporadic meteors and shower
meteors belonging to the well-defined short-period comets and meteor
streams. The shower meteors are distinguished by their common radiants
and make up about 20 to 30 percent of the meteors sighted. The peak activity
during these showers may be four to five times the sporadic meteor rate and
much greater on extremely rare occasions. For example, a rate increase of
5000 was reported on 9 to 10 October 1946 when the Giacobinid-Zinner comet
orbit was crossed by earth. One of the most spectacular visual displays was
that of the Leonids shower in 1833 in which a rate increase estimated to be
20 000 times the normal rate was observed.
Meteoroid Velocity
Meteoroids encountered by the earth will have velocities relative to the earth,
ranging from 11 km/sec to 72 km/sec. This is based on the fact that for a
particle following a parabolic path about the sun the maximum velocity it could
have at the distance of earth from the sun is approximately 42 kilometers per
second. If such a particle meets earth head on, as it orbits the sun at a
velocity of approximately 30 kilometers per second, a combined velocity (neg-
lecting earth's gravitational attraction) of approximately 72 kilometers per
second is obtained. To achieve higher velocities, the particles would have to
be following hyperbolic paths and thus be of interstellar origin. The lower
limit occurs when the particles obtain their velocity relative to earth by earth
gravitational attraction alone. For space vehicles encountering these par-
ticles the range of relative velocities could be somewhat greater. This is
due to the velocity of the space vehicle.
Brighter meteors have higher velocities and fainter meteors are slower. In
reference 16, a total of 2529 photographs of meteors were evaluated to deter-
mine a mean meteoroid velocity of 28 km per second. It is pointed out, how-
ever, that many meteoroids are much slower and that they enter the earth's
atmosphere unobserved. Hence the mean meteoroid velocity should be re-
duced to about 22 km per second.
A second argument shown in reference 16 indicates that the determination of
the meteor ionizing efficiency is proportional to its velocity to the fourth
power. This would result in a mean meteoroid velocity calculation of greater
than 30 km per second.
Since the mean velocity is not well defined, a conservative value of 30 km per
second is generally accepted by most authors.
Meteoroid Flux Density
The meteoroid flux density could have a day-to-day variation of several orders
of magnitude due to encountering the orbits of known meteoroid streams.
There may be as many meteoroids striking a spacecraft in one day due to a
meteoroid stream as there are in a whole year due to sporadic meteoroids.
Also, the meteoroids in a particular stream are all traveling in the same
orbit with the same relative velocity. For example, the Geminid stream has
a mean velocity of 36.2 km per second and the Orionid stream has a mean
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velocity of 67.7 km per suc'_nd (r._f. 12,,. Sporadic meteoroids, however,
are omni-directional, vary in vc-!oci_" from ii to 72 km per second, and have
a very low flux density.
Numerous attempts have been made to determine an average value of the
meteoroid flux environment in t_e v_einity of earth. Due to assumptions and
differing methods, these calcu±ation_ nav_ resulted in flux density values
which are several orders of magnitude apart. Reference 17 cites several
flux equations which result in wid_l_ _avying densities. Two values are given
9 - ' 0 g/m 2(3.4 x 10 -8 g/m" - sec, and 1.96 x tO _ - sec) using two different
approximations to the densiv/ curve shown m Figure A6. Both calculations,
however, are biased toward the sm_=lter, more dense particles and are highly
susceptible to the a_sumed pa.-tlci_- :;±ze cut-off point. It is assumed that
particles smaller than a cvt't_,_ .'z:_gnitudc are all swept away by solar radia-
tion pressure. Additionally, two ot[_er quantities are given (3.62 x 10 -11
g/m 2 - sec) and (3.0 x 10 -li g/m- - sec) _hich are biased toward the larger
particles and are somewhat insens!tive to the smaller particles. In this
case, the assumed cut-off point on the iurge particle end of the scale strongly
influences the calculation. Since uh,: iarg_,r particles occur more rarely, a
cut-off point of one impact per square, mw_,r per year could be made, which
would result in reducing tnc !_u._ ca±_:a±_nun by more than an order of mag-
,)
nitude (2.5 x 10 -12 g/m- - s_.c).
Since wide disagreement e×Lsts in _he literature concerning the development
of an averaged flux density equ:_'lon, anL_her approach is to determine the
momentum of each meteoroi'd of ea_'n _Lzv and examine its probability of oc-
currence. The control system, U_en, would be sized to balance the distur-
bance induced by each _neteoroid :_pact _cparately. Meteors may be classed
accordingly to their vi_uai rnag_itu_i_-. Magnitudes fainter than +5 which can-
not be observed visually, are u_tect_0 b0 radar observations of ion trails.
The data shown in Figure A_ _!,c_ corresponds to the mass and particle fre-
quency versus visual magnitude, sh.:,_n in Table A1. Using this data, the mo-
mentum of each meteoroid of each _iz,:. ,_ogether with its frequency of occur-
rence is used to determine the tmal .".,mtro! impulse required to balance the
disturbance. All of these calculations assume that all meteoroids impinge on
the surface and there is a pure mememum transfer to the impacted surface.
Modification to this momentum _ru.usfer assumption is discussed in the next
section of this report.
InTable A1, column 1 shows the v,su_i _::eter magnitude as a function of mete-
oroid mass (column 2) assun,i,,g an _,etJge relative velocity of 30 km/sec.
Column 3 shows the accumulated fit:.,, de_ sity of meteoroid mass m and
larger, which corresponds _o the curves :_hown in Figure A6 (ref. 18). The
meteoroid flux densib, w:+} _" m.,c_, visut_] magnitude is then shown in column
4. Using an estimated vehicle su,'q_', _ area of eight square meters and a
one-year mission time, the probability of encountering a meteoroid of mass
m is shown in column 5. The momentum of a meteoroid of each size, shown
in columns 6 and 7,is multiplied by u,e probability of occurrence to determine
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TABLE AI. - METEOROID MOMENTUM DATA
Meteor
visual
magmtude
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Mass, m,
gralLls
0.250
0.95 x 10 -2
3.96 x 10 -2
1.58 x t0 -2
6.28 x 10 -3
2.50 x 10 -3
9.95 x 10 .4
3.90 x 10"4
1.58 x 10 -4
6.28x 1O-5
2.50 x 10 -$
9.95 x 10 -6
3.96 x 10 .6
1.58 x 10 .6
6.28 x 10 -7
2.50x 10 .7
9.95 x 10 -8
3.96x 10 "8
1.58 x lO "8
6.28 x 10 -9
2.50 x 10 -9
9.25 x 10 "10
3.96 x 10-10
1.58 x 10" l0
6.28 x 10 -11
2.50x 10 -11
9.95 x 10 -12
Flux density N,
lb/meter 2- sec
accumulative
I. 82 x I0 -II
5.30 x I0- ii
I. 34 x I0-10
- 10
i.35x I0
8.41 x ]0 -IO
2. 12 x 10 -9
5.30 x 10 -9
1.34 x 10 -8
3.35 x 10 .8
8.41 x l0 "7
2.12 x 10 -7
5.30 x 10 -7
1.34 x 10 .6
3.35 x 10 .6
8.41 x 10 -6
2.12x ID "5
5.30 x 10 -5
1.34 x lO .4
3.35 x 10 -4
8.41 x 10 -4
2. 12 x 10 -3
5.30x IO "3
1.34x 1O -2
3.35x D -2
8.41 x D -2
2.12x D -I
5.30x I0 -I
Flux density in
eacia magnitudet
N M
1.82 x 10 -11
3.48 x 10 -11
8.10x 10 -11
2.01 x 10 -10
5.06x 10 -10
1.28 x 10 -9
3.18x 10 -9
Impacts in one
year in each mag
NlVl
Momentum of each
meteoro_ze,
_-¢1¢1
MY.
4,65 x I0 -3
8.90 x I0 -3
2.08 x i0 -2
5. 15 x I0 "2
1.30x I0 "I
3.28 x I0 -I
8.14 x 10 -9
7.60 x 105
2.98 x 105
1. 19 x 105
4.74 x 104
1.88 x 104
7.50 x 103
2.98 x 103
MV, Ibf- sec
1.69
6.70x 10 "l
2.67x 10 -1
1.07 x 10 -1
4.23 x 10 .2
1.69 x lO -2
6.70 x 10 -3
8.10 x 10 -9
2.01 x 10 -8
5.06 x 10 .8
1.28 x 10 -7
3.18 x 10 .7
8. I0 x I0 "7
2.01 x I0 "6
5.06 x 10 -6
1.28 x I0 "5
3.18 x 10 "5
8.10 x 10 -5
2.01 x 10 -4
5.06 x 10 -4
1.28 x 10 -3
3. 18 x 10 -3
8.10 x 10 .3
2.01 x 10 -2
5.06 x I0 -2
1.28 x 10 -I
3.18x 10 -I
2.08
5.15
1.30 x 101
3.28 x 101
8.14 x 101
2.08 x 102
5.15 x 102
1.30 x 103
3.28 x 103
8.14 x 103
2.08 x 104
5.15x 104
I. 30 x 105
3.28 x 105
8. 14 x 105
2.08 x 106
5. 15 x I08
I. 30 x 107
3.28 x 107
8.14 x 107
1. 19 x 103
4.74 x 102
1.88 x 102
7.50x 101
2.98 x 101
1.19x 101
4.74
1.88
7.50 X 10 "1
2.98 x I0 -I
1.19x I0 -I
4.74 x 10 -2
I. 88 x 10 -2
7.50 x 10" 3
2.98 x I0" 3
I, 19 x 10 -3
4.74 x 10 -4
1.88 x 10 -4
7.50 X 10 -5
2.98 x 10 -5
2.67 x 10 .3
1.07 x I0 -3
4.23 x 102
I. 69 x I0-4
6.70 x 10 -5
2.67 x 10 -5
I. 07 x 10 -5
4.23 x 10 -6
1.69 x 10 -6
8.70 X 10 -7
2.67 X 10 -7
I. 07 x 10 -7
4.23 x 10 -8
1.69 x 10 .8
6.70 x 10 -9
2.67 x 10 -9
1.07 x 10 "9
4.23 x 10 -10
1.69 x 10 -10
6.70 x 10 -11
7.87 x 10 -3
5.97 X 10 -3
5.55x 10 -3
5. 50 x 10 -3
5.49 x 10 -3
5.54 x 10 .3
5.46x 10 .3
5.55x 10 -3
5.52 x 10 -3
5.49 x 10 -3
5.54 x 10 -3
5.46 x 10 -3
5.55 x 10 .3
5.52 x 10 .3
6.49 x 10 .3
5.54 x 10 -3
5.46 x 10 .3
5.55 x 10 .3
5.52 x 10 -3
5.49 x 10 .3
5.54 x 10 .3
5.46x 10 .3
5.55 x 10 -3
5.52 x 10 -3
5.49 x 10 -3
5.54 x 10 -3
5.46 x 10 -3
the expected impulse exerted against the vehicle (column 8). The sum of
column 8 results in a total of 0. 146 lb-sec. Assuming that a meteoroid may
strike anywhere on the vehicle and estimating an average distance of impact
from the center of gravity of 2. 5 feet with a control moment arm of 2. 5 feet,
0. 146 lb-sec of control impulse is required to balance the meteoroid distur-
bance torque. Since the control system will be required to compensate for
the individual impacts of the larger more sparse meteoroids, the impulse
required to balance a magnitude 5 meteoroid impacting at 2.5 feet from the
center of gravity and traveling at 72 km per second could be as high as 3.3
lb-sec. However, the probability of encountering a meteoroid of magnitude
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5 traveling at 72 km per second is less than once in 200 years. Further, an
impact of this nature would penetrate several inches of material, causing
most of the meteoroid to continue through the spacecraft resulting in lower
momentum exchange and possible damage to the spacecraft.
For comparison, 0. 146 lb-sec of total impulse converts to 4.61 x 10 -10 gm/2
m - sec average flux density as follows: 1
/( )( )/sec O. 146 Ib.-ft-sec 1 4. 448 newtons I x 105 d_,nes ft 2(_cm 63 x 106 sec lbf newtons O. 0929 m 2 dyne -]
This compares favorably to the mean of the previously stated average flux
density calculations. Since this results in a pressure force of 5.89 x 10 -10
lb/ft 2 it may be concluded that meteoroid impact provides a disturbance
torque which is several orders of magnitude below solar radiation pressure
(1 x 10 -7 lb/ft2). It is restated, however, that this assumes a one to one mo-
mentum exchange from the meteoroid to the spacecraft.
Momentum Amplification
Several theoretical calculations have been proposed concerning a momentum
amplification due to hypervelocity meteoroid impact. Since a meteoroid can
displace or expel more than its own material mass from a surface, several
authors (ref. 17) have advanced the theory of momentum amplification ranging
from a factor of 2 to a factor as high as 36. A factor of 2 is conceivable for
the smaller particles which may strike a surface and "bounce back" at nearly
the same velocity. Larger or faster meteoroids, however, will cause craters
resulting in expelling material (ejecta) from the surface. This phenomenon
gives rise to the momentum amplification theory. Still other particles will
completely penetrate the surface and continue through the spacecraft carrying
some material with them; this could result in a slightly less than one momen-
tum exchange factor.
The material erosion on satellites necessary to substantiate a high momentum
amplification factor has not been observed. Therefore, it is assumed that
through the spectrum of meteoroids, there could be momentum amplification
factors ranging from slightly less than 1 to possibly greater than 2 or 3.
Using an average momentum amplification factor of 2, the impulse becomes
0.392 lb-sec.
Torque Equations
To evaluate the effects of meteoroids impacts on the vehicle, it is assumed
that the vehicle will respond to each individual impact and that there is no
cancelling of momentum due to omni-directional impact. Each impact,
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therefore, will induce an impulsive step input into the vehicle body rates.
magnitude 9 meteoroid traveling at 72 km/sec will induce an impulse of
-28.5 x 10 lb-sec to the vehicle. The probability of encountering smaller
meteoroids increases, but the individual impact effect decreases.
for this analysis, 8.5 x 10-2 lb-sec will be considered maximum.
into each vehicle body rate is given as
0.085_ 1
_ =
y I
Y
0. 085_, 2
/xw =
x I
x
0.08543
_t0 =
z I
Z
A
Therefore,
The step
(AI2)
where
1}½
4,3
are the impact moment arms (currently 2.25 feet}, and
I
X
I
Y
I
Z
are the vehicle moments of inertia
It is anticipated that computer simulation will indicate that these disturbances
are negligible, and, if so, the cross product terms will not have to be included.
DISTURBING TORQUES DUE TQ R °TATING
INTERNA L EQUIPMENT
Rotating equipment within the HDS spacecraft will induce opposing rotational
torques. Since the solar panels are to be fixed rather than rotating, no rota-
tional disturbance torque will result from these sources. Also, if there are
no tape recorders used in this vehicle there are no recorder start-up torques.
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The radiometer calibration system contains three moving components gener-
ating angular impulses during each calibration period (rotation period). Al-
though each motion reverses itself during the period, cancelling can be as-
sumed only about the vehicle spin axis. Rates imposed about the transverse
axis will produce coning or wobble motion which should not be expected to
cancel. Component forward and reverse motions have been calculated to
produce from 0. 0018 to 0. 063 in. -lb-sec. However, the orientation of this
motion relative to the spacecraft body axes is not entirely defined. If aligned
with the vehicle spin axis, spin rate increase and decrease increments as
large as 16 arc sec/sec can be encountered twice per rotation. At a spin rate
of three rpm, a calibration actuation about a transverse axis will produce a
half-cone angle of about i00 arc sec. Clearly, this could result in vehicle
wobble angles of several degrees in one orbit which would have to be damped
out. This implies that radiometer actuation torque balancing may be a re-
quirem ent.
VEI_ICLE OUTGASSING DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Outgassing from the vehicle produces an unpredictable disturbance torque
about some axis of rotation. Sources of outgassing torques to be considered
for the HDS vehicle are
Trapped air in crevices and joints
Reaction jet valve leakage
Cooling system outgassing
Trapped air pockets in crevices and joints will produce an exponentially de-
caying torque. While the magnitude of this torque cannot be easily deter-
mined, its decay is rapid and it may be considered negligible in this analysis.
The cooling system is the only source of vehicle outgassing. Although cur-
rent plans are to provide porting along the spin axis, which would theoreti-
cally produce no disturbing torque, port alignment errors may result. The
outgassing port misalignment may be similar to typical reaction jet mis-
alignment characteristics. In this case, a displacement d from the c. g.
and an angular misalignment E may be statistically considered. Since the
errors are considered statistical, they may occur in either axis. Therefore,
the given torque error equation may be used in either the x or the z axis.
The torque due to a displacement from the c. g. is given as
Torque -- Fd (A13)
where
F = outgassing force, ibs
d = displacement error, feet
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The torque due to an angular misalignment is given as
Torque = FL 1 sin E
(AI4)
where
L 1 = distance from c.g. to port, feet
E = angular misalignment error
The values to be used in this preliminary analysis are
F = 2.75 x 10 -81b
d = 0.05 feet, 3a
L 1 = 2.25 feet (radius of cylinder)
E = 0.25 degrees, 3a
The rss of the two torque values results in a 3o probable disturbance torque
during the entire one-year mission of
Torque = [(0.138 x 10 -8 )2 +(0.0247 x 10 -8 ) 2] 1/2
Torque = 0.14 x 10 -8 ft-lbs
For analysis purposes it is estimated that 70 pounds of neon could be re-
quired to provide detector cooling. This results in an expulsion flow rate of
approximately 2 x 10 -6 ib-sec. The expulsion exit velocity is calculated to
be about 3 inches/sec, resulting in a calculated value for outgassing thrust
of
F = (flow rate) (exit velocity)
g (A15)
2 x 10-61b/sec (3 inches/sec}F -
(12 inches/foot)(32.2 ft/sec 2)
F = 2.75 x 10 -81b
where
g = gravity acceleration
Over the one-year period, this amounts to incorporating only 0. 044 ft-lb-sec
momentum. Therefore, this disturbing force may be neglected in all axes.
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MAGNETIC INTERACTION TORQUE
A disturbance torque will exist due to the interaction of the current flow in
the vehicle electrical circuits and the earthVs magnetic field. While the de-
sign of the vehicle wiring and conducting elements can reduce the effective
disturbance, a residual magnetic moment will remain. Further, it can be
expected that this residual moment will vary in magnitude and direction as a
function of control mode and power usage.
The earth's magnetic field at an altitude of 500 km varies from 0.20 gauss at
the South American anomaly to as high as 0.48 and 0.54 gauss at the North
and South Poles, respectively. The field at this altitude is quite stable. The
altitude is high enough to avoid minor surface anomalies but not so high as to
be significantly affected by large solar flares. Poles of the magnetic field
are oriented about 17 degrees from the earth's polar axis. The field intensity
is shown in Figure A7.
The general torque equation due to the interaction of the spacecraft residual
magnetic moment with the earth's magnetic field is
T = M x B (A 16)
In body axes, this reduces to
where
T =M B -B M
x m y z y z
T =M B -B M
Ym z x z x
T =M B -B M
z m x y x y
(A17)
M x, My, M z
B x, By, B z
= body axis residual magnetic moments, ft-lb/gauss
= body axis components of the earthVs magnetic field,
gauss
The residual magnetic moment is normally given in the units of amp-turns-
meters 2 which can be transformed into ft-lb/gauss directly. The magnetic
field is determined by the solution of the Jenson and Cain 100-term Poly-
nomial, providing the three components (Be, B_ and B r) in geocentric co-
ordinates. A transformation from geocentric to body coordinates is then
used to obtain the body components of the field.
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EDDY-CURRENT TORQUE
Eddy current disturbance torques result since the spacecraft is a rotating
conductor in a magnetic field. This torque tends to retard the vehicle spin
rate and produce a precession of the spin axis. The general eddy current
torque expression is
T = K x B) x (A18)
Expanding the eddy current torque equation, the body axis expressions are
obtained based on a conducting sphere derivation. This is considered an
adequate representation for the purpose of this analysis.
T = -K[(B 2+B 2) m - (B B m +B B
xE y z x x y y x z
(See ref. 9 and 19).
)]
z
Ty E = -K [(Bx2 + Bz2) _0y- (B x Bye0 x +ByBz _z }]
TZE = -K [(Bx2 + By2) ¢°z _ (B x Bz _0x +ByBz _0y)]
(A19)
The eddy current coefficient is a function of the conductivity of the spacecraft.
At this point in the system definition the conductivity coefficient is a nebu-
lous quantity. However, for purposes of this study, the observed spin rate
-5decay of other satellites results in the calculation of a value K = 2.86 x 10
ft-lb-sec/gauss 2
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APPENDIX B
ERROR ANALYSIS OF A HORIZON SENSOR
FOR A SPINNING BODY a
SPECIAL DESIGN FEATURES
The proposed sensor is similar to an existing design used on the Tiros program
but will be uniquely modified to incorporate the results of a recently completed
company-sponsored development program for improving sensor accuracy.
The sensor operates as a horizon crossover indicator when installed in a
spinning space vehicle and provides discrete output pulses at the leading and
trailing edge horizons. When operating at synchronous altitude with a nominal
spin rate of 38 rpm, the accuracy is significantly better than specification
requirements.
The proposed sensor has several attractive design features which can be
briefly described as follows:
Spectral Band
The spectral band of operation is the 14 to 16 _, CO 2 band. It has been well
established by a number of investigations that earth radiance in this region
varies by a factor of no more than 2:1. Minimizing the range of radiance
contrasts is a necessary step in achieving high orbital accuracy.
In addition it permits the use of a simple differentiating type amplifier to
drive leading and trailing edge pulses of the earth. In other spectral bands,
the pressure of cold clouds requires special logic or thresholding techniques
to preclude the generation of erroneous horizon presence information.
Radiance Compensation
It is generally recognized that in high accuracy horizon sensors and horizon
crossing indicators the selection of an appropriate system threshold level
will have a considerable effect on the sensor's orbital accuracy. This influence
is directly proportional to the difference in earth radiance manifest at the
leading and trailing edges of the earth scan. For almost any sensor threshold
value established, it can be shown that the points of intersection with an earth
radiance waveform that is asymmetric (i. e., where there is a difference in
aThis Appendix consists of excerpts from Barnes Engineering Proposal BEC
P-1092.
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radiance level between the two horizons) will not be centered with respect to
the center point of the earth waveform. This uncertainity in the precise
location of the center (actually a variable time delay) becomes one of the prime
components of sensor error.
For the unique case where the threshold is located at 50 percent of the leading
and trailing radiance levels, the center of the earth waveform, irrespective of
its symmetry, remains at the midway point between the two threshold cross-
overs. This is apparent when one considers that the time to traverse each
horizon is the same and that selection of a threshold value at the center of
each ramp results in the selection of a pivotal point which will not vary in time
occurrence with radiance variations at either edge. It is therefore most ad-
vantageous to utilize a system threshold of 50 percent and completely eliminate
all radiance variation errors.
Although the 14 to 16 _ band is relatively isoradiant, it can still exhibit varia-
tions of approximately 2:1 which may result in significant sensor errors. To
preclude this possibility, Barnes proposes to incorporate an exceedingly simple
but effective electronic technique which will always locate the threshold at
50 percent of both the leading and trailing edges, regardless of earth radiance.
This technique does not rely on averaging but functions in real time to instan-
taneously establish a correct and separate threshold for each horizon crossover.
The threshold circuit of the sensor operates in the following manner. The
bolometer output signal is processed in an amplifier which passes only high
frequency components of the signal. The output, comprising a train of
positive and negative pulses corresponding to the leading and trailing portions
of the earth signal, is entered into three parallel circuits. One of these cir-
cuits is a simple RC network that locates a zero voltage reference at the space
level. The other two circuits are clamps which separate and clamp the peak
leading edge (positive) excursion to ground and the peak trailing edge (negative)
excursion to ground.
The leading edge crossing point is determined by summing the averaged pulses
with the pulses clamped to zero at the positive peak. The resultant sum passes
through zero at 50 percent of the maximum pulse height regardless of the pulse
amplitude. The trailing edge crossing point is similarly determined by sum-
ming the averaged pulses with the pulses clamped to zero at the negative peak.
SYSTEM ACCURACY ANALYSIS
Signal Processing
As has been pointed out previously, the signal processing method employed in
this instrument completely eliminates errors due to radiance variations. The
remaining source of error is the system noise at the threshold. To compute
this error it is necessary to discuss the waveform generated by the passage
of the detector field of view across the horizon and to understand how this
signal is modified for the radiance compensating circuitry.
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The field of view is 1° x 1° and oriented so that its diagonal is in line with the
scan path across the earth. In this configuration the radiance waveforrn
generated at the bolometer as the field crosses the horizon is a ramp of 1.41 °
in duration. This radiance signal is then converted by the immersed bolometer
to an electrical signal which is then filtered. The radiance signal is acted on by
the following transfer function which include the effect of the bolometer time
co nstant.
F(s)
= (Tbol s + 1) (_1 s + 1) (T 2 s + 1) 2
For the computations shown later
Tbolomete r = 1.0 x 10 -3 sec,
-3
T 1 = 5.0 x 10 sec, and
-3
= 1.0 x I0 sec.T2
The result of passing the radiance signal through this filtering is a partially
differentiated waveform. Pulses generated by a leading edge radiance ramp
of 1.4 ° are shown in Figure B1 for three spin rates, 28, 38 and 48 rpm. The
level reached by each pulse is between 0. 425 and 0. 500 indicating that suffi-
cient bandwidth has been retained to yield a pulse height relatively independent
of spin rate.
The filtering has however resulted in an attenuation of the peak signal. This
attenuation factor must be taken into account in the S/N calculation. The band-
width ha s been designed to be narrow enough to permit the leading edge transient
to completely die down before the trailing edge appears.
Bolometer noise in the system is filtered by the following transfer function:
S
FN(S) = (T1 S + I) (I"2 S + 1)2
since the bolometer time constant does not affect noise. The filtering seen by
noise is shown in Figure B2. From the figure it can be seen that noise is also
attenuated, though by a less significant factor. Noise out is attenuated by 2. 1
dB or a factor of 0. 785. Bandwidth between the 3 dB points is 118 Hz.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Si_. -- An earth of 200°K radiates 420 _ W/cm 2 in a one-micron interval
centered at 15 _. A conservative estimate of the radiance available after
filtering and attenuation by the objective and immersion lenses is 100
2
W]cm . The aperture selected is 0.5 in. or 1.27 cm in radius, and the
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field of view is 0. 01745 x 0. 01745 steradians, thus, the radiant power available
at the bolometer is
2
100 _ W/cm
TT
x _ (1.27 cm) 2 x (0.01745) 2 -I0= 490 x I0 W
As was previously mentioned, this will be further attenuated by the signal
processing filtering. Filter factors as seen from Figure B1 pulse heights
vary from 0.499 to 0.425. Assuming the worst case, 0.425, the signal
from the bolometer has an equivalent radiant power of 490 x 10-10 W x 0.425
-10
or 209 x 10 W.
Noise. -- The noise equivalent (NEP) of a Barnes Engineering Company
bolometer with a compensator flake is given by
NEP : 6.3 x I0-I0_
T
2
where A is in mm , AF in Hz, and • in milliseconds. The resulting
value is the equivalent noise rms radiant power. A constant current bias
technique currently in use on conical scan horizon sensors eliminates the
need for the compensating flake and thus eliminates its contribution to noise.
Without the compensator flake,
Nep = 6"3 x I0-I0_ A_ _-F"X_ V "_ - 4.46 x 10 -1 --
With a germanium immersion lens the F number will be 0.21; a 2.54 cm dia-
meter objective lens therefore yields a focal length of 5.33 mm and a detector
size of
5.33 x 0.01745 = 0.093 mm
The detector time constant will be 1.0 msec.
NEP = 4.46 x 10-10 x 0.093 x _'_--
From Figure B2, AF = 118 Hz, so
-I0
NEP = 4.50 x 10 W rms
Corresponding to the signal gain factor is a noise gain factor due to the
filtering of 0. 785.
-I0 -I0
NEP = 4.50 x 10 x 0.785 = 3.54 x 10 W rms
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In order to guarantee that noise spikes will never penetrate the threshold,
multiply the NEP above by five, yielding 17.70 x 10-10 W for 5a peaks.
At the 50 percent point for a 200°K earth, the equivalent radiant power will be
209 x 10-10 -10
2 = 105 x 10 W
Signal to noise at the threshold will therefore be
105 x 10-10 W
17.7 x 10-10W
=5.9
Error at Threshold Due to Noise
Error will result from variation of the signal pulse leading edge caused by
noise. In the previous section noise was computed to have an rms or 1_
value of 3.54 x 10-10 W. This noise will introduce an error at the threshold
dependent upon the pulse slope of the threshold in the figure below.
Noise (l cr) .-_ ,,,_,.._
YJ,' Noise
\ IN°iserror =
error (io'_/,' Degrees scan__
Aradiance
Adegrees scan
To compute noise error it is necessary to know the change in effective radiance
per degree of scan. Filter parameters have been selected so that the slopes
of each of the pulses of Figure B1 are proportional to the slopes of the
Aradiance
respective ramps which generated them, so that Adegrees is the same for
each. Taking the 28 rpm pulse, the slope is
0. 256 - 0. 130 -1
= 63 units sec
2 x 10 -3 sec
-10
From the previous section, one unit or unit gain gives 490 x 10
earth. At 28 rpm, one second corresponds to 28 x 36060 degrees
W for 200°K
= 168 °.
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The slope is therefore 63 units
see
x
490 x 10 -10 W/unit _
168°/sec
-10184 x 10 W/deg
Noise
Noise error = 184 x 10-10W/degree
Noise error (1_)
-103.54 x I0 W
= 0. 019 ° (la)
184 x 10 "10 W/degree
The 3_ error due to noise at one edge is therefore about 0.06 ° (3a}', This
error will be the same for other pulses generated at the nominal (38 rprn} and
maximum (48 rpm) spin rates. A similar error will be generated at the
trailing edge. An error of 0.06 ° (3a) at the leading edge will cause an error
of 0.03 ° (3_) in the determination of the midpoint between the pulses. The same
error will be present at the trailing edge, and the effects of the two will yield
an error in the midpoint with a 3_ of 0.03N_" or 0.042 ° (3a).
The method of determination of the time of midpoint crossing implies the use
of the next leading edge. Therefore, the uncertainity of this edge must be
accounted for in the total accuracy computation.
Therefore, (0. 042) 2 + (0.06) 2 = 0. 073 ° (3_) is the total error in the determi-
nation of midpoint accuracy.
ERROR DUE TO VARIATION IN SYSTEM DELAY AT
The method of determination of the direction to the center of the earth employed
with this system uses the time T 1 to compute the midpoint between the leading
and trailing edge pulses and then subtracts a fixed delay AT to determine the
time delay required after the next leading edge. If the required delay is T 3 ,
T 3 = kTI-AT
where k = 0. 500, and AT is a constant dependent on the filter parameters.
An examination of the signal pulses (Figure BI) shows this delay to be about
1.80 milliseconds. According to theory, the delay is approximately
='_/( Tbol )
2 2
AT + 2 ¢2
The value _2 is determined in two separate RC circuits and can therefore be
controlled at a constant value independent of temperature, age, etc. Circuit
designs presently in use at BEC will be employed to keep the effective bolo-
meter time constant stable at 1.0 millisecond over the temperature range.
Over a period of time the bolometer time constant can be expected to vary
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no more than 10percent (3_). At 10 percent change in time constant (0.1 msec)
is a change of 0.1
._ or 0. 058 msec in AT. At the fastest spin rate the scan rate
is 288°/sec giving 0. 016 ° (3_). This error would cause a shift in the indicated
earth center of 0. 016 ° (3_) which is negligible.
ERROR IN DETERMINATION OF SPIN-AXIS ORIENTATION
Errors resulting from analysis on the ground for determination of spin-axis
orientation will be negligible, since noise is the principal source of error and
this will be averaged out over many scans. Other factors such as telemetry
noise will predominate as error sources.
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